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Abstract

The issue of welfare fraud has received much attention
throughout Canada in recent years. l'lany provinces now have anti-
fraud measures, such as investigation units, to deal with what has

been perceived to be an increasing problem within modern welfare

systems. Recently, the current Manitoba government instituted two

such anti-fraud measures: an investigation unit and a welfare fraud

phone hot-Iine. It is the purpose of this thesis to examine the

necessity of these policing measures and the impact they have had

thus far on welfare recipients, the public and the government.

This is done, first, through an examination of available statistics
and information on the extent of welfare fraud in Manitoba.

Second, each measure is examined in terms of it's staff structure,
procedures, start-up costs and reported savings. Third, the impact

of the measures wi I I be expiored to determine whether they have had

a beneficial or harmful effect for welfare recipients, the public

and the government.

Upon completion of this investigation, it was found that,
while measuring the precise extent of welfare fraud is impossible,

avai lable statistics in Ì.lanitoba and other provinces suggest that

welfare fraud is not as serious a problem as previously thought.

fn actuatity, statistics in l'lanitoba suggest that welfare fraud

occurs in less than one percent of the total provincial welfare

caseload. I{ith regards to the welfare policing measures, it uras

found that the savings attributed to each are relat ively

insignificant while the impact they have had on welfare recipients

-1-



has been harmful. It is recommended that the welfare fraud phone

hot-Iine be dismantled. However, the investigation unit was found

to be necessary to prevent possible future growth of welfare fraud.

It is recommended that the investigation unit be revamped to

address the negative impact it has been found to have on welfare

recipients.
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Chaoter One: INTRODUCTION

In the last twenty years, Canada has experienced two

recessions which have led to increased numbers of Canadians who

rely on either unemployment insurance or welfare. In the 1990's,

however, governments across this country have become increasingly
concerned about government spending and deficits, and thus have

felt obliged to make substantial cuts in funding to programs such

as welfare. It is a problem of increasing demand and decreasing

supply. Canadians have been told that the very survival of many of

these social programs depends on governments'ability to be

fiscal Iy responsible.

In the face of limited resources, governments have turned

their interest to the welfare system. Welfare costs have

dramatically increased across Canada in the last five years. Faced

with increasing welfare costs, governments have begun to focus on

those welfare recipients believed to be fraudulently collecting
assÍstance, that are draining the scarce resources available in the

welfare system. The move towards greater policing of welfare

recipients has been driven by the current fiscal crisis, not just

at the provlncial leveI, but at the federal level as we1 l.

RecentIy, a theory of the state which advocates a diminishing role

of the state in areas previously administered by government has

become more prevalent. At the federal level, this has led to a new

approach to cost-sharing wÍth the provinces, specifÍcaIly major

reductions in transfer payments, which has forced the provinces to

take a harsher stance with social programs. In recent years, the

public has also voiced strong opinions about the frequency and



extent of welfare fraud. In response to mounting pressure to

address the issue of welfare fraud, provincial governments have

established anti-fraud measures, or welfare policing.

There have been several reasons offered as to why governments

should tackle the issue of welfare fraud. First, welfare fraud

does represent a criminal activity. l{elfare assistance is based on

current financial need, so as to provide individuals with the

ability to meet their basic requirements of food, clothing and

shelter. A welfare recipient is entitled to an amount based only

on documented need, and nothing more. Any recipient who collects

more than s/he is entitled to, without declaring it to his or her

counsellor is defrauding the government. Thus, welfare fraud is a

crime that allegedly victimizes taxpayers.

Secondly, the public's perception of the integrity of the

welfare system is important. Governments must have the public's

support for continued funding of the welfare system. If the public

believes that the welfare system is rife with fraud, then continued

support for it would tikely decrease along with continued funding.

Thus, tackling welfare fraud is seen as one vJay to convince the

public that the government is attempting to maintain the integrity

of the system.

WhiIe the above reasons for addressing the issue of welfare

fraud are legitimate, however, the question of whether welfare

fraud is a serious problem that has become rampant remains

unresolved. There are good reasons why governments should fight

fraud, but the central controversy concerns whether or not welfare



fraud is so widespread that it represents a significant loss to the

taxpayers. This represents the key issue in any discussion of

welfare fraud and welfare policing. rf welfare fraud is not

prevalent and does not represent a serious drain on taxpayers, then

the drive to eradicate it becomes questionable in the face of more

cost ly problems, such as income tax fraud and government

mi smanagement .

WhiIe several governments have attempted to eliminate welfare

fraud through anti-fraud measures for many years, the current

I'lani toba government has only recent ly establ i shed two wel f are

policing measures: a welfare investigation unit and a hrelfare fraud

hot-1ine. Thusr trlêlfare fraud has recently become an area of

interest and at the same timer ân area of much controversy.

According to the current government, welfare policing became

necessary to ensure that tax funds appropriated for the welfare

system hrere being received by those who were truly in need. The

government stated that in hard economic times, âtty amount of money

lost to fraud puts a strain on a system already weakened by scarce

resources. In response, welfare advocates in I'tanitoba argued that

welfare policing bras unnecessary due to the low occurrence of

welfare fraud.

The welfare system in I'fanitoba, âs in Ontario, is a two-tier
system. At the provincial level, ürêIf are assistance is

administered through the Social Allowances Program (SAP), which

provides assistance to sole-support parents, aged persons, disabled

persons, persons requiring the protection of a crisis intervention



facility, students, children whose parents are dead and unemployed

persons deemed employable in areas of the province where municipal

assistance is unavailable. Eligibility is determined through a

needs test in which the total cost of basic necessities, as defined

in the Social Allowances Act, Ís compared to the total amount of a

household's financial resources. For the fiscal year of April L,

1992 to March 31, 1993, the Social Allowances program paid out

over $ 235 million in social assistance benefits.i
Table 1.1 Average Monthly SAP Caseload, Number of Recipients

and Annual Expenditures t990/9I to 1992/93

Source: Manitoba, Department of Family Servicêsr Annual Report
L992-L993, pp. 28-32.

At the municipal 1eve1, the Municipal Assistance Program (MAP)

provides assistance to persons in need within particular municipal

boundaries who are inel igible f or assistance under SAP. l'{unicipa}

welfare provides assistance for those in need of short-term

assistance; the provincial Social Allowances Program tends to

provide assistance on a long-term basis. People on I'fÀP generally

include unemployed employable persons or those with a disability

lManitoba, Department of FamiIy Services, AnnuaI Report 1992-
1993, p. 33.

Fiscal Year Averaqe
Month Iv

Case Ioad

Averaqe
l"fonth I v

Individuals

Financial
Assistance

Expendi tures
1990 / 9t 26 023 51 290 $ 189 680 400.00

r99L / 92 26 570 52 502 fi 2L0 010 600.00

1992/93 27 881 55 267 $ 235 252 200.00



that is likely to last no more than 90 days.

Each municipality is responsible for its own administration of

municipal assistance, and establishes its own rules and regulations

concerning eligibitity criteria and the forms of assistance. Due

to a new regulation effective ApriI L, 1993, benefits for both MAP

and SAP have been standardized. The province, according to the

Social Allowances Act, cost-shares certain administrative and

financial assistance costs with the municipalities. Therefore,

welfare fraud can occur in two different systems in l'lanitoba.

Those who support the belief that welfare fraud is rampant,

tend to view that many welfare recipients are not in real economic

need. they advocate that there are only a minority of people that

wiIl always need welfare. According to this belief, the role of

the welfare state should be a residual on"Z, responding to help

only the few who are truly in desperate economic need. Welfare

advocates oppose this view. Most advocates believe that welfare

fraud is not a significant problem and that the vast majority of

welfare recipients are in real economic need. They support the

notion that the welfare state should be institutional; in a

modern, prosperous society such as ours, the government is

responsible for the welfare of all its citizens.3 In general, the

battle over welfare fraud represents a battle between the residual

and institutional models of the welfare state.

Zs"b.tini, Enrico,
Extent and Determinants,
p. 10.

3r¡ia.

"Welfare Fraud: An Analysis of its Nature,
" University of Guelph, l'1..A,. Thesis, 1990,



The purpose of this thesis is two-foId. The thesis wili
attempt, first, to describe the administration of welfare policing
in I'tanitoba, and second, to determine whether the policy has been

beneficial or detrimental for Manitoba society. For this purpose,

the thesis wiII involve two sections: êxplaining the nature, extent

and causes of fraud, and examining the welfare policing measures in
terms of the financial and human effects they have had.

Chapter Two wilt focus on the issue of welfare fraud. It will
begin with a discussion of the most common forms of fraud in
Manitoba and their causes. Available statistics on the extent of

welfare fraud in Manitoba wilI also be discussed. Welfare fraud

findings, in terms of the extent and reported losses, from a few

select provincesr âEê provided for comparative reasons. This

chapter witt also provide the foundation for the definition of

welfare fraud to be used throughout the remaining chapters.

Chapter Three will focus on the recent anti-fraud measures

established in Manitoba. Of concern in this chapter is the welfare

investigation unit and the welfare fraud hot-1ine. .â,reas to be

covered include the cost of implementation, their structure, the

responsibilities of those administering and operating the measures,

the procedures used and the results in terms of detected fraud

cases, convictions and reported savings. To conclude, recent anti-
fraud measures from other provinces wi t I be compared in terms of

their structures and reported results.
Chapter Four will concentrate on the impact the investigation

unit and the welfare fraud hot-line have had in ì,fanitoba. The



focus wi I I be on the impact these measures have had on the current
government, the welfare system. the public and the welfare

recipients themselves. Of central concern in this chapter is the

claim that these measures have impacted vulnerable victims in a

negative manner. To conclude this chapter, possible alternatives
to the current welfare policing in Manitoba wiIl be presented and

analyzed. Alternatives to be discussed include workfare, photo

identif icat ion and f ingerprintÍng.
Chapter Five wilI provide concluding thoughts on the issue of

welfare fraud and welfare policing in Manitoba. In this chapter,

the purpose of the policy will be assessed. To do this, answers

wi i i be sought to several quest ions. rs welfare fraud a

signif icant problem in l'lanitoba? Is welf are pot icing in l'lanitoba

necessary? Are the current welfare policing measures effective in

eliminating fraud and saving taxpayers' money? Do doubts raised

over these measures have some validity? Are changes needed?

There were several different sources used in researching this
thesis. Due to the recency of welfare poticing in I'lanitoba, there

existed little or no published information on the subjects of fraud

and policing. Likewise, the literature on welfare policing across

Canada is miniscule. t'fuch research concentrates on the issue of

welfare fraud and not welfare policing. Therefore, a substantial
portion of this thesis had to be based on personal interviews with

elected officials, government employees, and welfare advocates.

Other sources include government documents and reports, non-

government reports, journal and periodical articles, unpublished



papers and theses, ârtd books and nehrspapers from across Canada.

If this htork were to be extended to a higher academic level,
specifically the doctoral level, the data generated in this study

could be supplemented by more material from quest ionnaires

administered direct Iy or serving as a basis for structured

interviehrs. As this study evolved, the use of structured
questionnaires hras proven to be impractical for two reasons:

administrators chose to respond in their oÌ^Jn terms; and welf are

recipients were, perhaps because of policing, hesitant in answering

any questions, especially those from a structured interview. These

problems were inherent within the subject and, in some cases,

impossible to overcome. Rather, relatively unstructured interviews

urere used to develop an effective rapport with the subjects.

Within this general pattern, the interviews with welfare advocates

tended to foliow a structured format, while at the same time

allowing for comments, digressions or additional supplementary

information not eiicited by the original questionnaire.

This thesis makes a contribution in an area that has seen

little research. In other jurisdictions in Canada, the issues of

welfare fraud and welfare policing have been studied by Enrico

Sabatini. Alain Noel, John Rachert, James Gohr, and Rueben Hasson,

as we I I as by severa I government s and Audi tor-Genera I s .

Specificaily in l"lanitoba, there has been IittIe published academic

research to date on the topics of welfare fraud and welfare

policing. Therefore, this thesis represents a first-hand

examination of these issues as they relate to I'lanitoba.



Chapter Two: WHAT IS I{ELFARE FRAUD?

"single mother defrauds welfare of. $27,000.' "PoII shows many

suspect widespread fraud. " "Welfare used for bingo, beer and

taxis." Newspapers aII over the country carry similar headlines

either announcing that the welfare system is being abused by almost

every recipient, oÍ reporting a sensational story of fraud

involving an extremely large amount of money. Whether or not these

stories reflect reality, some citizens develop an opinion Iargely

based on what they hear or see in the media. A recent po1l,

published in the Caloary Herald, based on 1,500 intervieurs, found

that many Canadians believe those who receive welfare are not truly

in need and that for the most part recipients "waste" their

assistance.l

WELFARE FRJA.UD: THE REAL SÎORY

Forms of Welfare Fraud

There is fraud in the welfare system. The welfare system is

much tike any other large system in that it is prone to fraud. the

appropriate questions pertaining to welfare fraud are what

constitutes welfare fraud and to what extent is it occurring?

These questions yield a variety of answers. There are critics who

conclude welfare fraud is insignificant and occurs more in the

media headlines than it does in reality. Others, such as

government administrators, state that welfare fraud is rapidly

increasing and costs the Canadian taxpayers hundreds of millions of

do I Iars .

"Canadians in sour mood over social assistance, "

Calqarv Herald, Augusl 25, L993, p. CL7
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The growing public perception is that almost any use of the

welfare system is a form of abuse.2 However, this sweeping

generalization is obviously not the case. l.lore specif icalIy, this
chapter will concentrate on five forms of fraud:

1) co-habitation fraud;
2) unreported earned income;
3) collecting assistance from more than one province;
4) receiving multiple assistance from more than one

welfare office; and
5) overpayments.

It is not the intent to imply that these are the only forms of

fraud but rather that these represent the most co¡nmon forms in

I'lanitoba. Even so, there is disagreement on whether or not some of

these actions constitute Ì^relfare fraud.

The first form of fraud to be examined wilI be co-habitation

fraud; referred to Ín the past as the "man in the house" or "spouse

in the house" rule. Co-habitation fraud occurs when a hrelfare

recipient has reported to the welfare department that s./he is

living alone or with his or her children but in reality is Iiving

co¡nmon-1aw with another person. Co-habitation amounts to fraud in
that the recipient has failed to provide his or her true

circumstances, hrhich could possibly change his or her financial

need. In I'fanitoba, a couple is deemed to be common-law if they

meet two of three criteria: actual shared residence, evidence of

financial interdependence such as a joint bank account, and

zsweet, Lois, "Is WeIfare Cheating Running WiId?" Toronto
Star, June 2, 1991, p. 81.
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emotional, familial interdependence.3 In Manitoba, if a hrelfare

recipient and another person meet two of these criteria and the

recipient fails to inform the Department of Family Services then

s/he has committed co-habitation fraud.

An extension of co-habitation fraud involves a person keeping

a separate residence while Iiving co¡nmon-Iaw with another person.

.4. separate residence could enable that person to receive an extra

$ 100-150 per month in Iiving expenses while the rent for the

separate residence is also covered by welfare assistance.{ Co-

habitation fraud has become the most prevalent form of welfare

fraud in l'lanitoba and Canada. According to a recent study done by

Peat Marwick, the incidence of co-habitation fraud was estimated to

be between 60-78 per cent of aII welfare fraud cases in Ontario.5

According to Don Feener. l,lanager of the Manitoba fnvestigation

and Recovery Unit, co-habitation fraud constitutes the majority of

welfare f raud cases in the provincial welfare system.6 Ho*"*r"r,

some argue that co-habitation fraud is an issue of what defines an

appropriate income unit. Many welfare advocates assert that

recipients have a right to a certain minimum income for themselves,

3R.d"kop, BiII, "SingIe mon startIed by threats," Winnipeq
Free Press, December L9,1993, p.49.

{ruia.

5s.b"tini, Enrico, Ken Menzies and Fred Evers, "wêIfare Fraud:
Co-habitation and the Need Hypothesis, " Canadian Journal of
Criminoloov, April, L992, p. 185.

6Interview, Don Feener, Manager of rnvestigation and Recovery
Unit, October 5, 1994. The Investigation and Recovery Unit does
not track fraud cases by type. Therefore, the frequency of each
form of fraud is based on the experiences of the unit.
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regardless of any other individuals with whom they choose to

res i de .7

According to Winnipeg City Councillor Mike O'shaughnessy,

"the single greatest source (of fraud) comes from Kenora

(Ontario) . "8 This statement embodies another form of welfare

fraud which is collecting hrelfare from different provinces

concurrently. There is Iittle or no statistical evidence which

documents the extent of this form of fraud. Even so, the Manitoba

Department of Family Services established a database Iink with

welfare departments in British Columbia in September, 1994 and

Saskatchewan in December, L994, and is currently negotiating with

Alberta and Ontario. According to Dan Haughey, the I'tanager of

Policy and Planning for the Income Security and Regional Operations

Division, this form of fraud is heaviest during the winter months

in ì,lanitoba. as many welf are recipients f lee to British Columbia's

urarmer climate and to f ind seasonal work.9

Another common form of welfare fraud, similar to inter-
provincial welfare fraud, involves claimants applying and receiving

multiple assistance from different welfare offices. This amounts

to welfare fraud in that a recipient is failing to report his or

TPiachaud, David, "The Definition and Measurement of Poverty
and fnequality," Current fssues in the Economics of WeLfare, Barr,
Nicholas and David Whynes, eds. (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1993), p. 109.

"Gov'ts blame ont. cheats," Winnipeq Sun, June 30,
1994, p. 4.

9lnterview, Dan Haughey, llanager of Pol icy and PIanning,
Income Security and Regional Operations Division, Department of
FamiIy Servicês, May 2, 1995.
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her true circumstances and as a result is receiving extra

assistance that s/he is not entitled to. The financial costs of

this fraud can be substantial depending on the frequency of the

fraud and the number of offices involved. But because of the Iack

of statistical data, the frequency of this type of fraud is
difficult to ascertain.

.A,nother type of welfare fraud involves welfare recipients
collecting assistance whiIe working "under the table" and faiIing
to report their earned income. It is likely that almost every

Canadian has read a nelJspaper story concerning a welfare recipient
collecting assistance while working at the same time. This type of

fraud is perhaps the most difficult to detect because the work is

well-hidden in the "underground economy." Even so, according to

estimates by the Department of Famiiy Services, approximately 37.6

per cent of the detected fraud cases involve undeclared income.l0

The irony of penalizing this form of fraud, accordinÇ to some

critics, is that it attacks people for doing exactly what society

wishes of them, namely going out and f inding a job.ll

Another type of fraud is perhaps the most contentious of alI.

It occurs when recipients receive more assistance than they are

entitled to and fail to report the overpayment. Such overpayments

may represent substantial sums of money. In 1989, the Alberta

Auditor General, Donald Salmon, found that overpayments amounted to

ces, "Two Tory
September 22,

plans for social
1994, p. .A'8.

10M"rritoba, Department of Family Services, Fact Sheet.

llRusselI, Fran
Winnipeq Free PresÊ,

di saster, "
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$ 14 million in 1988 and $ 35 million'in 19g9.12 rn that same

study it was discovered, that of 15,500 cases reviewed, 22 per cent

hrere receiving overpayments.13 rn ontario, a report by the Auditor
General suggested that overpayments might account for as much as

$ 140 mi l l ion in Lggz.ll

Overpayments frequently occur when there have been unreported

or late changes in a welfare recipient's family unit either in the

income, avai lable assets or bu,ilgetary needs.15 This can be a
result of either a deliberate failure to report changes or the

failure of welfare workers to properly relay the information they

receive from welfare recipients. Thus, overpayments can also occur

as a result of administrative error. fn the 1989 Alberta Auditor
General's Report, of the 22 per cent of cases found to be receiving
overpayments, 56 per cent of them brere due to incorrect information

from welfare recipients and 32 per cent were due to administrative

"rto..16
There are two elements to welfare fraud. The first is actus

l2MacDonald, Peter and Paul Bunner, "Îhe sad state of weIfare, "
Ïestern Report, VoI 16(50), November 27, 1989, p. 9.

13Th.r" $rere almost as many cases of recipients being
underpaid. fn the Alberta review, L7 percent of those cases hrere
found to be receiving less than they b¡ere entitled to. See "Is
llelfare cheating running wild?" Toronto Star, June 2, 1991, p. 81.

llFrancis, Diane, "Let's stop papering over welfare fraud,"
Financial Post, January 9, 1993, p. 53.

15t¡"tional Counci I of I{elfare, T{elf are in Canada: The Tanoled
Safetv Net (Ottawa: National Council of Welfare, L987), Report, Þ.
92.

l6Br"rrngart, Susan, "Wêlf are cheats f eel squeezê," Calqarv
Herald, November 9, 1989, p. 81.
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I€llÊ, or the PhYsical element.li This involves the actual

physical action of committing welfare fraud, such as working at a

job while collecting brelfare. The second element, EE jEêâ,

represents the mental element of intent.l8 This element is the

crucial aspect to welfare fraud. For any action to be considered

fraudulent, the recipient must have had the intent to willingly and

knowingly defraud the government. Arguments against the inclusion

of overpayments in the list of welfare fraud focuð on the second

element of welfare fraud. In Transitions, the 1988 Report of the

Ontario Social Assistance Review Committee, it hras stated that
"inadvertent overpayments do not amount to fraud".19 ï{hiIe the

1989 Alberta Auditor General's Report noted 56 per cent of

overpayments brere due to incorrect information given by the welfare

recipient, it does not state that the incorrect information was

given deliberately. In some of these situations, the complexity of

the welfare system and its rules may confuse recipients into

unknowingly giving incorrect information and Ieaving them unable to

know if they need to correct the information.20 Thus, overpayments

may result from a complex welfare system rather than deliberate

17s.b.tini, Enrico, "WeIfare Fraud: An Analysis of its Nature,
Extent and Determinants, " University of Guelph, ì,1.Ã'. Thesis, 1990,
p. 24.

lSrbid.

l9ontario, Social Assi stance Review Commi ttee, &-n-g.iË-e-n-g.,
Report, 1988, p. 63.

z0L".r""que, Sonia, "overpayments aren't f raud, " Financial Post,
January L9, 1993, p. L6.
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intent. If so, overpayments do not contain the element of intent,
required by the Criminal Code of Canadazl, for the action to be

legaI ly considered fraudulent.

Whi Ie the above forms of fraud represent those that are most

common, they do not represent the only forms. As changes are made

to the continuously evolving welfare system, so wiIl new fraudulent

activities be devised. the total effect of all such fraud, however

common or unusual, is the central issue in determining the general

problem of un$rarranted welfare cost

Causes of Ì{elfare Fraud

Just as there is considerable disagreement over the extent

of fraud, there is also little consensus when it comes to

determining the cause of welfare fraud. There are four commonly

citeril causes of. welfare fraud in Canada: poverty; the complexÍty

and inflexibility of the welfare system; oppression of women; and

simple unalleged greed. Governments tend to vÍew greed as the most

IikeLy cause while üJeIfare advocates argue the first two

explanations provide the best reasoning behind fraud. As each case

of welfare fraud is unique, it is difficult to state that one or

the other is the primary cause, rather. it is likely that within

all welfare fraud cases traces of each can be found.

one conìmonly offered explanation for fraud is that poor

economic conditions force welfare recipients to cheat the system.

å,ccording to Dan Kosheluk, former Director of Investigations for

2lsarich. Li Ia,
studies indicate, "

"Cheating Iess prevalent
Globe and I'fail, January 2L

than gossip has it,
, L994, p. 48.
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ÌIinnipeg SociaI Services, most recipients are "driven to cheating

it (the welfare system) . They're at their wits' end."22 TabIe

2.2, which shows Manitoba welfare incomes as a percentage of the

poverty line in 1993, seemingly supports the contention that

welfare recipients indeed face poor economic conditions. A.ccording

to the 1988 Ontario SociaI Assistance Review Committee, inadequate

welfare benefits were cited as a major cause of welfare fraud.23

The conflict arises as to what actually constitutes poverty.

Those who argue that welfare provides adequate assistance tend to

view poverty in absolute terms. Absolute poverty can be defined as

a condition that exists when one has insufficient resources for

food, health, clothing and shelter.2{ Government officials in

Manitoba conclude that current welfare benefits are adequate

because they provide enough money for a person to meet his or her

basic necessities.25 on the other hand, hrelfare advocates tend to

define poverty in relative terms. They argue that assistance

levels should provide a standard of Iiving indistinguishable from

that of the average citizen of a society or regio..26 Therefore,

even if a precise poverty line is debatable, welfare advocates

Z2caneiro, Donna, "swindt ing the system, " Winnipe<¡ Sun,
February 2L, 1993, p. 5.

Z3ontario, SociaI Assistance Review Committee, Transitions,
Report, 1988, p. 31.

2{Bry"on, Lois, Welfare and the State: Who benef its? (t¡ew York:
St. Martin's Press, L992), p. 57.

Z5tnterview, Don Feener, l,lay 2, 1995.

26Bry"on, Lois, Welfare and the State: Who benefits? (New York:
St. l'{artin's Press, L9921 , p. 58.
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maintain that assistance levels do not allow recipients to have a

standard of living comparable to the rest of ManÍtoba's citizens.

A key issue in determining whether poverty contributes to fraud is

how poverty is defined, either in relative or absolute terms.

Table 2.L Manitoba l{elfare fncomes 1993

Source: National Council of WeIfare, Welfare Incomes 1993 (Ottawa:
National Council of Welfare, L994), Report, p. 27.

Table 2.2 1993 Ì'fanitoba Í{elfare Incomes As .4. Percentage Of
The Poverty Line

Source¡ National Councit of WeIfare, Welfare Incomes 1993 (Ottawa:
National Council of Welfare, L994), Report, Þ. 37-

Cateqorv Basic Assistance lotal Income
(benefits included)

Single Employable $ 6 311 $ 7 236

Disabled Person $ 7 206 $ 8257
SingIe Parent
One Chi ld

$ 9697 $ 11 386

Two
Two

Parent s
Chi tdren

$ 15 615 $ 19 410

Cateoory Total Income Poverty Line TotaI l{elfare
Income as E of
Poverty Line

Single
Emp loyab I e

$ 7 236 $ 15 452 47t

Disable
Person

$ I 257 $ 15 452 53 t

SingIe Parent
One Chi Id

$ 11 386 $ 20 945 54t

Two Parents
Two Chi Idren

$ 19 410 $ 30 655 63t
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According to lfayne Helgason, Director of the Soclal Planning

Council of Winnipeg, Canadian society instills in every citizen
the desire to achieve a decent standard of tiving.27 He maintains

that there exists a significant gap between urelfare recipients'
resources and their Iife expectations. Thus, Helgason concludes

that poverty drives welfare recipients to cheat the system so they

can attain a decent standard of living which they have been

socialized to expect. He also notes that the inflexibility of the

welfare system, making it difficult to respond to a recipient's
chaotic or unforeseen circumstance, ¡nây force a desperate welfare

recipient to resort to fraud.28 Such circumstances include having

property stolen or worn-out major appliances suddenly breaking

down. He states that the welfare department is not always willing
to provide extra assistance to replace necessary appliances, such

as a refrigerator or washing machine, so recipients may try to

obtain money illegally to meet an urgent family need. fn one case,

a single mother and her six children hrere forced to eat on the

floor as a result of the women's ex-partner breaking her dining

table and the Department of FamiIy Services' refusal to replace

it.29

Norma McCormick, the former Liberal MLA and

Critic, believes that recipients commit fraud so

Fami 1y Services

they can attain

SociaI Planning2Tlntervier^r, wayne HeIgason, Director of
Council of Winnipeg, March 8, 1995.

28r¡ia.

29Int.r.riew, Sheena WaIsh-Mcl,lahon, a former provincial welfare
recipient, l'lay 29, 1995.
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the basic necessities of tife.30 Twilla MacDona1d, a member of
tÍinnipeg's Ïfelf are Action Hot-I ine, rrâintains that welf are

recipients are committing fraud because welfare assistance does not

provide enough money to pay rent and other bills, and still
purchase food for a heatthy diet.3l Sheena WaIsh-t'fcMahon, a f ormer

welfare recipient, claims money obtained through fraud not only

goes towards basic necessities but also for such items as birthday

and Christmas gifts, school supplies and winter cIothing.32 Walsh-

Mclfahon bel ieves single mothers sometimes commit f raud simply to
purchase decent clothing for their chi ldren and protect them

from the stigma of poverty.

The welfare system in l'lanitoba is extremely complex and

changes from time to time because of neur legislation. For a

welfare recipient, understanding the rules and regulations of the

system is not always easy. According to Cathy CaldwelI, a

counsellor with Winnipeg Social Services, it is this inability to

understand their responsibilities and the welfare system that can

sometimes Iead them to commit unintended f raud.33 l'lacDonald states

that a significant number of calls to the Ï{elfare Action Hot-Line

are made by welfare recipients who have questions regarding hrelfare

30tnterview, Norma McCormÍck, former Liberal MLA (osborne) and
Family Services Critic, I'larch 9, 1995.

3lInterview, Twilla MacDonald, member of the Winnipeg Welfare
Action Hot-LÍne, March L9, 1995.

32lnterview, Sheena WaIsh-Mcl,lahon, May 29, 1995.

33lnterview, Cathy Caldwel l, Winnipeg SociaI Services
counsel Ior, I'farch 1.3, 1995.
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regulat ions.31

On the other side, there are those who dispute the idea that

poverty is the leading cause of welfare fraud. In a L992 study

conducted by Enrico Sabatini, Ken I'lenzies and Fred Evers, the

authors concluded that financial hardship is not a valid cause of

co-habitation fraud.35 The study involved 64 female welfare

recipients caught co-habitating and 64 non co-habitating female

recipients. They discovered that there existed IittIe difference

between the economic needs of both grolrp".36

WhiIe this L992 study might dispute the notion that female

welfare recipients commit co-habitation fraud because of economic

need, feminists argue that there are societal conditions which

force hromen to commit welfare fraud. According to this argument:

"a woman's experience with poverty and welfare
regulations, in a society whÍch stresses the
rights of citizens, generates a commitment to
obtain a decent standard of living and to defend
their oyn..¡ocial and domestic space in any way
requtrect. "'

Feminists conclude that uromen see defrauding the welfare system as

a sensible and practical response to Iiving in a world of poverty.

Defrauding the system is seen by women as a means to gain control

and independence over their lives and the lives of their

3{Interview, Twi I la MacDonald, I'larch lg , 1995.

35s.b.t ini , Enrico, Ken Ì'lenzies and Fred Evers, "lfêl f are Fraud:
Co-habitation and the need hypothesis, " Canadian Journal of
Criminoloqv, ApriI, L992, p. 181.

36rbid.

37tbid., p. 183
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chiIdren.3S

Another cause of welfare fraud, often identified by

governments, is that welfare recipients who commit fraud are greedy

and simply desire to obtain more material possessions by any means

possible. Feener argues that if welfare recipients are finding it
diffÍcu1t to meet their basic requirements. it is because they are

making personal choices between those requirements and other things

such as gambling, smoking and drinking.39

Amid aIt these theories about human nature, it is difficult or

impossible to determine conclusively the true causes of welfare

fraud. There are cases of fraud which can provide evidence for
each theory; and which theory one subscribes to evidently does have

some impact on one's view of the extent of welfare fraud.

THE MYTH OF WELFARE FRAUD

According to Transitions :

"For the public, the ultimate test of the
system's integrity lies in its ability to
control or elimi¡ate fraud on the part of
the recipients.'

Thus, the question arises as to what extent has the system's

integrity been breached. To begin with, the reality of the

situation is that no one knows how widespread the problem of

welfare fraud currently is. In l'lanitobar Dêither provincial nor

city officials know the extent of fraud in the cities or the

38rui¿.

39tnterview, Don Feener, l"lay 2, 1995.

{0Ontario, SociaI Assistance Review Committee, Transitions,
Report, 1988. p. 63.
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According to Gary Hutton, author of Welfare

the extent of fraud cannot be practicallyFraud Investigation,

determined. {2

In aII of Canada, as of l'larch, L993, there were approximately

three million people receiving welfare assistance.{3 In l,lanitoba,

in 1992-1993, there was an average of 26 570 provincial welfare

cases, erhich represents 55 228 individuals.{{ In Winnipeg, in

L992-1993, there uras an average of 18 664 municipal welfare cases

representing 27 ztï individuats.{5 These total provide a context

for the welfare fraud problem. Figures regarding the average

monthly SAP caseload by category are shown in Table 2.3.

Critics of the rampant welfare fraud belief argue that as the

number of people on hJelfare increases so does the rate of fraud¡

but the "rising incidence" of fraud must be put into perspective.

According to the National Counci I of WeIf are, hrhi le the number of

welfare recipients has increased across Canada. in relative terms,

{lRtl"sel 1 , Frances. -Hi t tax dodgers, not poor, " winnipeq Free
Press, August 30, L994, p. 48.

{ZHntton, Gary, Welfare Fraud Investisation (Springfield,
Iltinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1985), p. 2L.

13of these 3 million Canadians on welfare, 97 percent
( 1,108,600 ) were chi Idren, 15 percent (44L, 500 ) were single
parents, 11 percent (339,400) htere married parents, 5 percent
( 161,000 ) hrere chi Idless married couples and 31 percent (924,500 )

h¡ere single persons. For further information see National Council
of Welfare, ?fho are the People on Welfare? (Ottawa: National
Council of Welfare, 1993), Report, Þ. 2.

{{M"nitoba, Department of Family Services, AnnuaI Report 1992-
1993, pp. 32-33.

{5tbid., pp. 37-38.
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the percentage of frauril has remained approximately the ".*".i6
Table 2.3 Average Monthly SAP Caseload by Category 1990/9L to

L992/ 93

, uepa
1992-1993, p. 33.

tfelfare Fraud Statistics in Select Provinces

A study conducted by the Globe and l'laiI in L994 revealed that

the welfare fraud rate in Canada is between 1 and 4 per cent.l7

According to B. J. Cook, f ormer Iy of the l'lani toba Ant i -Poverty

Organization, "studies have shown just 2 per cent of recipients rip

off the progr"*."{8 Yet, Lynne Toupin, then Executive Director of

the National Anti-Poverty Organization, states welfare fraud has

{6n"tional Council of Welfare, Welfare in Canada: The Tanaled
Saf etv Net (Ottawa: NatÍonaI Counci I of Welf are , t987') , Report, Þ.
96.

{?s*u.n"on, Jean, "Cheating the poor," Canadian Forum, Apri},
1994, p. 2L,

{8n.d"kop, Bi l1 , "Province's 'hreIf are pol ice' accused of spying
on poor," Winnipeg Free Press, December L9, 1993, p. Al.

CateqoLy L990 / 9L t99L / 92 1992 / 93

Chi ldren 307 329 368

Sole-Support Parents 10 954 11 475 L2 240

Aged Persons 706 631 583

Disabled Persons 11 390 11 401 11 702

Crisis Facility
Cases

148 136 L37

Students 935 L 025 L L44

General .A,ss i stance 1 569 1 563 1 693

Special Cases t4 10 t4
TOTÀ.L 26 023 26 570 27 881

Source: Man i toba - I)enartment of F'am Servi ces nnlrâ I Re rt
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been estimated to be between 2.5 and 3.5 per cent.{9 These fi.gures

tend to suggest the low occurrence of welfare fraud nationally.
The 1990s has not been the only period of time when the

concern over welfare fraud arose. In 1981, Reuben Hasson, a law

professor at York University, conducted a study which discovered

that among the roughly 2 million welfare recipients in Canada,
:

there urere only 300 convictions of welfare fraud.50 In 1986, then

Deputy Prime }linister, Eric Neilsen, conducted an expenditure

review that attempted to ascertain the extent of welfare fraud.

ttre revievr could not locate widespread fraud in the welfare
:

"vstem.51
l

I 
Ontario, with the largest population among all provinces, has

"a 
present the largest number of welfare recipients in Canada.

Even so, according to Ray Lazanik, Toronto Metro l"lanager of Social
l

.

, 
tarvices, fraud cases are the exception, not the norm, and he

estimates that welfare fraud is between 3 and 4 per cent.52 This

figure matches the percentage found in a study conducted in the

Ottawa-Carleton area. The Ottawa Department of SociaI Services

reviewed 4L,600 welfare cases and found that approximately 1 700

{gToupin, Lynne, "Put welfare fraud in perspective," Financial
Post, January 2, 1993, p. 53.

50sarich, Lila, "Cheating less prevalent than gossip has it,
studies indicate, " Globe and I'fai 1, January 2I , 1994, p. Â'8.

5lLaurie, Nate, "Facts show few people cheat on welfare,"
Toronto Star. ApriI 25, 1991, p. A29.

52Armstrong, Jane, "WêIf are f raud most ly 'f airy tales' .
official says," Toronto Star, I'larch '1, L992, p. .A18.
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cases , ot 4 per cent, involved fraud.53 The study also determined

that welfare fraud in the Ottawa-CarIeton region cost taxpayers an

average of $ I million annually, or about 1 per cent of the

department's budget.5{ rn 1985, a study was conducted in Metro

Toronto which concluded that the majority of fraud cases involved

undeclared income.

Table 2.4 I'fetro Toronto Welf are Fraud Study 1985

' Nature, Extent and Determinants," University of Guelph,
l,,l.A. Thesis, 1990, p. 49,

In British Columbia, where one out of eight persons is on

welfare, hrêIfare fraud has become a major issue.55 The B.C

Department of SociaI Services receives approximately L0 000 reports

of alleged welfare fraud annually.56 rn the 1993 fiscal year,

the department investigated 6 879 reports of welfare fraud

53-, "Feht recipients are di shonest , report f inds, "

Vancouver Sun, May 23, 1992, p. 5.

54rbid.

55v"n"g"", Steve, "shamed into a fight against welfare abuse,"
British Columbia Report, VoI 5(23), February 7, 1994, p. 7.

56Crif f in, Kevin, "New welf are rules 'aimed at cheaters' , "

Vancouver Sun, February L, 1994, p. 84.

Form of Fraud Percentage
(of total fraud)

Amount Lost
To Fraud

Undeclared Income 57 32 s $ 256 208

Undeclared Spouse 24 69 t $ lss 511

Undisclosed Assets 7.53 t $ 19 702

Other 10.46* $ 39 458
Sorrrce: Sabatini . Enrico Welfare F'raud: An Analvsis ot its
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which led to L32 f raud charges being taid.57 Simi larIy, in L9gz,

there were 3 077 alleged reports of welfare fraud and 109

recipients charged with welfare fraud.58 A Peat Marwick Thorne

report estimated fraud levels in British Columbia to be between 5

and 10 per cent of the welfare caseload.59

The cry against rampant welfare fraud is perhaps loudest in

Alberta. In 1986, the Alberta Department of SociaI Services

carried out an investigation into welfare fraud and concluded that

the incidence of fraud was about 2 to 3 per cent.60 In 1988, the

department conducted another invest igat ion involving 15, 500 welfare

cases, with fraud discovered in 4 per cent of these.6l

tlelfare Fraud in Manitoba

According to the Department of Family Services, welfare fraud

is defined as follows:
"the intentional misrepresentation of facts, or
the withholding of pertinent information that
results in assistance being issued, hlhich would
not have been, if the person's true circumstances

S?s*.nron, Jean, "Cheating the poor," Canadian Forum, ApriI,
1994, p. 2L.

58crif f in, Kevin, "New welf are rules 'aimed at cheaters' , "
Vancouver Sun, February 1, L994, p. 84.

59ward, Doug, "8.c. serious about attacking welfare fraud,
minister says," Vancouver Sun, April 18, 1994, p. 82.

60u.tional Council of Welfare, Welfare in Canada¡ The Tangled
Safetv Net (Ottawa: National Council of I{eIfare, 1987ì , Report. Þ.
96.

6lBr".rngart, Susan, "Wêlf are cheats f eel squeezê," Caloarv
Herald, November 9, 1989, p. 81.
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$Jere known . "62

The department also considers the issuance of false receipts for
which recipients are reimbursed, with the money being split with
another person, âs third party fraud.63

In the last twelve years, two studies have been conducted

into welfare fraud in Manitoba. In 1983, the NDP government

commissioned a task force to review the welfare system in Manitoba.

Joe Ryant, a professor of Social Work at the University of lvianitoba

and chairperson of the 1983 Provincial Task Force on Social

Assistance, concluded welfare fraud is not a problem in Ìlanitoba.

Ryant found that fighting welfare fraud in Manitoba "does not have

a lot of economic value for the taxpayer" due to its low

occurren"".6{

1988 saw the defeat of the NDP government and the election of

Gary Filmon's Progressive Conservative Party in I'fanitoba. As the

Official Opposition, the PCs had pressured the NDP government to

address fraud in the welfare system. After being elected, the PC

government commissioned a study of Manitoba's economic security
programs, which was conducted by an independent management

consultant firm, Stevenson, KelIogg, Ernst and Whinney and

completed in December, 1988. One of the review's key issues was to

determine whether existing controls h¡ere adequate in preventing

62l.l.nitoba, Department of Family Services, Fact Sheet.

63rbid.

6{R"d.kop, Bill, "Province's 'welfare police' accused of spying
on poor," l{innipeo Free Press, December 19, 1993, p. A1.
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$relfare fraud.65 The consultants reviewed a total of 382 soiial
assistance cases f rom f our f ield of f ices. Of these , 3'l , or 9.7

per cent showed some evidence of deviation from established policy

or regulations, yêt of the 37 cases, only 3 were found to have

clear evidence of departure from set regulations.66 The review did

not determine whether the 3 cases hrere the result of deliberate

attempts to defraud or due to administrative error. It did find,
however, the risk of serious fraud within the Social Allowances

Program to be generally acceptabIe.6T

Others dispute these findings. Feener states, in his

experience, that welfare fraud in I'lanitoba is roughly 20 per cent

or higher.68 Winnipeg City Councillor Mike o'Shaughnessy, who has

expressed concern about welfare fraud, believes it is getting worse

but admits that he lacks def inite evidence.6g Norma I'fcCormick

di sagrees :

"We're losing our sense of equity and social
justice when politicians encourage voters to
believe the most unfor$^unate in our society
are ripping them of f . "ru

65M"nitoba, Department of Finance, Review of Economic Security
Proorams: FinaI Report, 1988, p. 1.

66rbid., p. 3.

67r¡id.

68Int"r*rieur, Don Feener, october 5, 1994.

69-, "I{innipeg opens snitch phone 1ine, " Caloarv Herald,
June 30, 1994, p. 420.

70Ru"set1, Frances, "Two Tory plans for social disaster,"
ÌIinnipeq Free Press, September 22, 1994, p. Ã'8.
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T{ELFÀ,RE FR.ã.UD DEFINED

As the number of welfare recipients increases in the 1990s,

welfare fraud will continue to be an issue. What is at issue

presently is what constitutes fraud and how frequently does

it occur in I'lanitoba? For actions to meet the legal definition of

welfare fraud, âs defined under the Criminal Code, they must

involve the deliberate intent to defraud the government. Thus, co-

habi tat ion f raud, mu I t i - juri sdi ct i on f raud, and unreported earnings

alI fall under this definition. Overpayments, as much as some

would argue they do, might not involve deliberate intent and thus

the consÍderation of aII overpayments as brelfare fraud becomes

questionable.

CONCTUSION

Welfare f raud does occur in l'lanitoba and Canada. Recent

studies throughout Canada have discovered different fraud rates,

however, most have concluded the figure to be low. Skeptics

disagree with these figures and suspect that fraud is more common

than administrators admit. Government officials and welfare

advocates also disagree with respect to the forms and causes of

welfare fraud. Even so, it appears, according to recent polIs, as

though the Canadian public's support for the welfare system is

decreasing as the perception of rampant fraud becomes more

prevalent. WhiIe the exact extent of welfare fraud is unknown,

several Canadian provinces have nevertheless established welfare

investigation units, and/or "snitch lines", to encourage citizens

to report any suspected fraud. One such unit has recently been
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record, together with the
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and the next chapter wiII examine its
controversial welfare fraud phone line.



ChapteT ThTee: TTELFARE FRAUD POLICING IN I,IANITOBA

"The amount of fraud detectàd is very much
a factor of the methods used to detect it."

I'tani toba Department of Fami ly Services
Fact Sheet

As the number of people requiring welfare across Canada

continues to sweIl, several provinces have initiated programs

designed to curb or eliminate welfare fraud. Every province

currently employs an investigative unit whose primary function is

to detect recipients defrauding the welfare system. Some, such as

I'fanitoba and the City of Toronto, have implemented telephone lines

that the generat public can use to report welfare recipients

suspected of welfare fraud. There are two opposing views as to why

these policing measures came about. According to Dan Haughey, if

welfare fraud occurs within two per cent of the provincial welfare

caseload, then approximately $ 5 mi I I ion bras wasted through

unwarranted assistance in 1993.1 Thus, for the government, the

amount of money involved in welfare fraud provides the necessary

justification for such policing measures. However, Doug

Martindale, the NDP Family Services Critic, states that in his view

the real rationale behind investigations of welfare recipients is

to badger and harass recipients.2 Whatever the purpose behind the

creation of such measures may be, the reality is that they are

becoming a fixture in the modern Canadian welfare system. Before

any discussion can conmence as to the impact of these policing

lrntervi ew,

2rnterview,
Services Critic,

Dan Haughey, l.lay 2, 1995.

Doug l'lart i nda 1e , NDP t'{LA ('Burrows ) and Fami 1y
March L, 1995.
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programs, one must first have an understanding as to what exactly

the investigation unit and fraud line are. Thus, the intention of

this chapter will be to provide a detailed description of the

investigation unit and the welfare fraud phone line.

I'iANITOBA' S I{ELFARE IM/ESTIGATION UNIT

In Ì'fanitoba, prior to the investigation unit, investigations

hrere conducted by individual counsellors who were responsible for

checking on any urelfare recipient(s) suspected of fraud. As part

of its f inal report, the 1988 review of t'fanitoba's economic

security programs recommended that two investigative specialists be

hired to provide reconìmendations concerning possible controls

against welfare fraud in the provincial welfare system.3 As a

result of this report, Don Feener was hired as an investigative

special i st in November, 1990 to provide the necessary

recoilìmendations. The second investigative specialist was hired in

early L992 to assist Feener.

According to Feener, better controls expose more fraud.{ To

this end, the investigation unit hras created once new controls

discovered more cases of fraud.5 The invest igat ion uni t bras

officially created on September 7, 1993, and two more investigators

r^Iere hired. Today, the Investigation and Recovery Unit consists of

3l'fanitoba,
Proorams: Final

Department of Finance, Review of Economic Securitv
Report, p 3.

{Interview, Don Feener,

5r¡ia.
l'lay 2 , 19 95 .
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6 staff, including Feener as the lfanager. Those under his direct
supervlsion lnclude an Investigatlve Speclalist, ttto Investlgators,

a Supervisor of Recoveries and Collections and a Collections

Offtcer.

Table 3. I Organizatlon Flow Chart of llanltoba Inves[tgation and
Recovery Unit 1995

9¡ntr¡l Dlrcctor¡tc
Or¡rnlzrtlan Chart
t rdr 2. 1993

llrnagcr. Fln¡ncr
¡nd ld¡lnlrtr¡tl

t¡n¡ncl¡l tnrlyst l¡¡ ¡ rG? llantger

3t¡oært St¡ff

tnvcstlgrtlvc
Specl rl I st

Dlrcctor Progrra
Oevclo@nt ¡nd

SuDport

llanagcr, tnYctt.
¡nd Rccovcrlc¡

.Prcgrao lnalyst Scnlor S^flll
tn¡l¡¡¡tlc¡ t Coll.
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Investiqations and Recoverv Unit: Duties and Resoonsibilities
Feener is generally responsibie for:

"the direction and development of the Division's
Investigation and Recovery Unit; the development
and implementation of information exchange agreements
with other departments and Ievels of government as
well as non-government agencies; program direction of
the Verification Unit; security of the SociaI
Allowances I'fanagement Information Network (SAÌ'IIN) at
the user level; and providing advice and guidance on
fraud relatefl matters to other areas in the
Department. "o

l'lore specifically, he is responsible for exposing, reducing and

preventing fraud.

The general purpose of the Investigative Specialist is:
"under the direction of the Manager of Investigation
and Recovery, the incumbent identifies areas of the
SociaI Allowances Program which are subject to abuse
through in-depth audits of cases and makes
recommendations which would enhance Program control.
The incumbent also establishes and maintains
electronic interface with related programs and systems
and acts as a consultant to all Socia] Allowances
Programs offices. In the absence of the I'fanager. staff
of the InveFtigative Unit will report to the
incumbent . "/

The specific duties and responsibi Iities of the Investigative

Specialist include identifying areas subject to fraud, developing

measures for increasing control, and preparing court cases for the

Crown

thi s

attorney related to welfare fraud.S Other than being given

general direction, the Investigative Specialist receives

6Manitoba, CiviI Service Commission,
June 30, 1 993 .

TMani toba, Civi I Service Commi ssion,
June 30, 1994.

srui a .

Position Description,

Position Description,
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little supervision. S/he is responsible for the direct superv.ision

of two investigators and, in the absence of the Manager, for the

supervision of the Recoveries and Collections Unit.

WhiIe the unit staff consists of six people, the actual

investigations are Iargely conducted by two Investigators. Their

job description directs them as follows:
"to provide specialized investigative services
to the SociaI Allowances Program by investigating
cases of suspected abuse of the program, with a
view to prosecution through either the criminal
or civil courts. The incumbent wiII take the
lead in complex investigations to determine client
eligibi Iity, and if criminal or civi I action is
warranted. The incumbent identif ies def iciencies
in legislation, policy, procedürêr systems, and
processes, and provides recommendations to prevent
or Iimit abuse. tiaison and co-ordination with other
enforcemenl agencÍes are an integral requirement of this
position."Y

Specific dutÍes include conducting preliminary reviews of suspected

fraud cases and deciding whether further investigative action,

includÍng prosecution, is warranted. If so, they are to prepare

the evidence for presentation to the Crown attorney. Within these

guidelines, they are expected to work independently and determine

workload priorit ies. 1o

WhiIe the Supervisor of Recoveries and Collections and the

Collections Officer are not responsible for any investigations,

they do form a part of the Investigation and Recovery Unit. The

former is generally responsible for:

9l,lanitoba, Civi I Service Commission,
December 22, 1993.

loruia.

Position DescriptÍon,
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"the preparation of civil titigation cases where
former recipients of social allowances or third
parties refuse to make repayment, negotiation of
sett Iements of debts owingr, plan,/or supervise the
work of staff in the Recovery and Collection Unit
and Central Records and complete statistics on aIt
fraudulent caÊes submitted to Central
Di rectorate . "ll

As this position is a senior position, its holder works with

significant independence, êrd supervises the Collections Officêr,
whose job is as follows:

"responsible as a Senior Collections Officer for the
recovery of monies inappropriately paid to former
social allowance recipients and third parties. This
includes initiating civil legal action for the
purpose of obtaining a Judgement. The incumbent is
also responsible for depositing direct,lpayments as a
resuIt of negotiations for repayment.""

Investioation Unit: Financial Costs

According to Feener, in establishing the welfare investigation

unit there hJere minor costs incurred.13 The administrative claim,

with respect to staffing costs, is that the only extra resources

needed were for the employment of Don Feener. Feener was the only

member of the investigation unit that who hired from outside of the

Department of FamÍly Services. Two Field Operations positions were

converted to Investigator positions.ll The unit is comprised of

llM"rritoba, Civi I Service Commission. Position Description,
February 10, 1994.

l2M"nitoba, Civi I Service Commission, Position Descriotion,
February 7, 1994.

13tnterview, Don Feener, l,lay 2, 1995.

llM"nitoba, Department of Family Services, Fact Sheet, June 13,
1995
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6 positions, classified and compensated as followsls,

1 Planning and Program Analyst....$ 38,942 - $ 49,04L
1 Administrative officer 3........$ 37,580 - $ 46,923
3 Administrative of f icer 2........$ 35,613 fi 42,667
1 Clerk 3.... ......$ 27,045 fi 42,667

Other costs related to establishing the Investigation Unit, such as

computer systems and training are not avai lable as the government

does not maintain separate records on such items. In summary, the

administrative claim is that the only major additional cost was

incurred through the hiring of Feener.16

Investiqation Unit : Procedures

In most suspected cases of welfare fraud, the individual

counsellor responsible for the welfare recipient(s) in question

conducts the initial investigation, and deals with the matter by

closing the case, or assessing an overpayment, or forwarding

information to the investigation unit for further action. A case

of alleged welfare fraud is forwarded to the investigation unit

only if the case either involves a significant amount of money or

if the investigation is beyond the scope and abilities of the

counsellor.lT

It is the Director of the District Office who usualLy requests

the involvement of the invest igat ion uni t .18 l{hen the

investigation unit conducts an investigation, the primary objective

15rbid.

i6tnterviehr,

lTrntervi ew,

iSrbid.

Dan Haughey,

Don Feener,

May 2, 1995.

I'fay 2, 1995.
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is to determine whether a recipient is receiving more money. than

s,/he is entitled to.19 Thus, investigators are primari Iy
interested in determining a recipient's true circumstances, in most

cases through telephone calls and computer checks. According to
Feener, investigators use computers to check a brelfare recipient's
bank accounts and credit record, to determine if there are any

outstanding loans or Iiens.20 The primary computer system used by

the unit is the Social Allowances Management Information Network

( SAI"IIN) , which al lows invest igators to veri f y addresses and other

information about a particular recipient.
fnvestigators can also conduct cross-checks with agencies such

as Unemployment Insurance, Revenue Canada and VitaI Statistics.2l
A portÍon of the computer work involves checking with other
jurisdictions. including those in other provinces, to determine

whether a recipient is collecting assistance from two or more

welfare programs. Telephone caIIs represent a Iarge portion of any

investigation. Investigators can seek information from Iandlords,

friends, family and neighbours.?2 Also, calls are made to places

where a recipient is suspected of being emptoyed. The normal

duration of an investigation, assuming there is no backlog of

l9r¡i¿.

2orbia.

Zll.f.nitoba, Department of Fami Iy Services, Press Release, June
29, L994.

22tnterview, Don Feener, l,tay 2 , 1995.
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cases, is 90 days.23

One area that has received significant criticism from welfare-

advocate groups concerns the personal survei I lance conducted by the

investigation unit. According to Feener, the investigation unit

does not conduct surveillance of recipients unless compelling

circumstances warrant it.21 For example, surveillance might be

necessary if a recipient is suspected of being employed "off the

record" and the investigator needs to obtain proof that the

recipient is in fact employed at a specific location. Some

critics, such as TwiIIa MacDonald, state that investigators use

surveillance regularly on single mothers on hrelfare to determine if

someone else is living with them.25 Feener states that

invest igators do not conduct rout ine survei I lance on welfare

recipients because it is not cost-effective and also because just

seeing someone staying at a recipient's home, for example, does not

provide enough evidence to prove that the recipient is committing

fraud.26 However, according to one departmental fact sheet, "the

more intrusive the method of investigation, the higher the levels

of detected fraud."27 overaII, the goal of each investigation is

to verify that what the welfare recipient has said about his or

1995.

2{tnt ervi ew.

25rnterview,

26tnterview,

2il't.n i toba ,

23t't.nitoba, Department of Family Servicêsr Fact Sheet, June 13,

Don Feener, l'lay 2, 1995.

TwiIla MacDonald, March L9, 1995.

Don Feener, I'fay 2, 1995.

Department of Family Services, Fact Sheet.
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her circumstances is in fact true.28

If the suspected recipient is found to be defrauding the

system, and if the amount involved is below $ f 000, the

investigator wiII turn the matter over to the collections officer
who wi I I assess an overpayment and wi I I recoup the amount from the

recipient's assistance at no more than $ 80 per month.29 If the

amount exceeds $ 1 000 then the investigator witl assess an

overpayment and prepare the evidence for possible prosecution under

either Section 22(L) of. the Social Allowances Act or the Criminal

code.30 If the amount of money obtained through fraud is large

enough that the welfare recipient no longer meets the needs under

the eligibility test. then the case wiII be closed. A recipient
whose case is closed can re-apply for assistance if his or her

circumstances meet the etigibi Iity requirements.3l

If a recipient feels that the case has been handled

improperly, or wishes to appeal a decision made as a result of an

invest igat ion, there are numerous appeal procedures. One

alternative is to appeal to the Director of the District Office

that provides assistance, and if this fails, appeals can be made to

the I'fanager of the Investigation and Recovery Unit, or the l'linister

of Family Services, or the Social Services Advisory Committee, oÍ

the Provincial OmbudsmâD, or the Human Rights Commission or a

ZSlnterview, Dan Haughey, l,tay 2, 1995

29ruia.

3or¡ia.

3lrbid.
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variety of welfare advocate groups such as the l'lanitoba Anti-
Poverty organization, or alI or any combination of these.32 Thus,

any decision made by counsellors or the investigatÍon unit are not

necessari Iy finaI.

Investioation Unit: Results

The investigation unit does not keep documented records of the

number of investigations conducted annuaIIy, but according to

Feener, the number of investigations each year is approximately two

or three times the number of convictions each y"a'r.33 Table 3.2

provides the number of convictions and the amount of repayment

orders from 1989-1993.

Table 3.2 Summary of Convictions and Repayment Orders 1989-1993

Prior to the introduction of the welfare fraud phone Iine, the

32rui d .

33lnterview, Don Feener, May 2, 1995.

Time Period Convict ions Amount of Repayment

Apri I l/93 to
I'farch 3L/94

40 fi 226,630.00

Apri I l/92 to
I'farch 3L/93

22 fi l7 ,309.69

Apri I L/gL to
March 3l/92

33 $ 113,138.2L

Apri I l/90 to
March 3L/9L

38 $ 110,794.76

Apri L l/89 to
I'farch 3L/90

30 $ 75 ,304 .7 8

ource: Department of Fam y Servlces, Summary or L;onvtcf,lons rvö
1993.
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Department of Family Services' central office received 134 reports

of suspected welfare fraud in 1993-L994, L57 in 1992-1993, L29 in

1991-!gg2, and 63 in 1990-1991.3{ The maximum penalty for welfare

fraud under the Criminal Code is ten years imprisonment; however,

most recipients convicted of welfare fraud never receive prison

terms.35 AIso, because of the time and money involved, only a

fraction of substantial fraud cases are ever prosecuted.36

According to Bonnie }litchelson, the I'linister of Fami ly

Services, the average annual savings from the investigation unit is

$ 750 00037, which is comprised of both the cost-avoidance savings

and the money recovered when an overpayment has been assessed.

Savings due to cost-avoidance are calculated using a six-month time

frame. When calculat ing cost-avoidance, Feener takes each

individual recipient's assistance budget for six months and adds

ten per cent of that figure for medical and dental assistance that

might have been provided to the recipient.3S

The Department of FamiIy Services utilizes the six-month cost-

avoidance time frame as a result of a study done by Feener on 100

cases closed in 1994. According to Feener, when these 100 cases

31Ì4"nitoba, Department
Convict ions 1989-1993 .

Servi ces , Summarv ofof Fami ly

35Interview, Dan Haughey, l'fay 2 , 1995.

366reenberg, David H., "Sniffing Out Fraud: computer sleuthing
comes to public welfare," Public Welfare, VoL 42(3), Summer, L984'
p. 37.

3iSitr"Iair, Gordon Jr., "FaISe accusations clog welfare line, "

l{innipeq Free Press, July 26, 1994, p. A1

3SInterview, Don Feener, l4ay 2, 1995.
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hrere tracked down to determine what had happened to them, whpther

they had re-applied for assistance or were no Ionger on provincial

assistance, it hras determined that if a case involving fraud were

closed then the Department of FamiIy Services could expect to save

six months of assistance.39 Included in the cost-avoidance figure

is the 1.0 per cent of the six month assistance budget because that

is the Department of Family Services estimate of what it spends on

a hrelfare recipient for medical and dental assistance.

Feener argues that fraud is inherent in the welfare system and

would worsen if controls were not in place to prevent it.10 There

exists little disagreement on the need for the investigation unit.

Both Doug l"lartindale and Norma McCormick state that they both would

maintain the investigation unit, and that the current NDP and

tiberal Party are both in favor of the investigation unit.4i Thus,

it would appear that the investigation unit may become a permanent

fixture within the Manitoba welfare system. There is less

agreement about the welfare fraud phone line. Adverse publicity

about the so-called "snitch line" has forced some to re-examine the

need for this particular innovation.

THE I{ELFARE FRAUD PHONE LINE

l{elfare fraud phone I ines represent a new approach by

governments in their fight against welfare fraud. At present,

39rbid.

{orbid.

{llnterviews,
1995 and l'larch 9,

Doug Martindale and
1995 respectively.

Norma McCormi ck, l'larch L ,
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Manitoba and the City of Toronto are the only areas that emp.loy

these phone I ines. As wi th any such neb, I¡rocedure, relat ively

little is known about them.

The welfare fraud phone line was created in I'lanitoba on June

29, L994, âs a joint venture by the Department of Fami ly Services

and the City of Winnipeg's Socia1 Servlces. According to Bonnie

Mitchelson, the fraud line was created "to ensure that tax dollars

earmarked for welfare are going to those entitled to it. "{2

Mitchelson, in a press release stated:
"WeIfare fraud hurts our most vulnerable
I'lanitobans. Most welf are recipients f oI low
the rules but those who don't are taking
valuable dollars from a prograp¡ designed to
help our most needy citizens."{r

From an administrative viewpoint, the fraud Iine was created "to

minimize costs, duplication, Iand], to have a single point of.

contact for the public."{{

Prior to the creation of the welfare fraud Iine, both Winnipeg

Social Services and the Department of FamiIy Services received

calls regarding possible cases of welfare fraud from the public.

Due to the general public's lack of understanding of the two-tier

welfare system in I'fanitoba, hovJever, people were unsure of whom or

where to call to report their suspicions.{5 AIso, since calts were

{2s.*yn, Paul, "Phone line
Winnipeg Free PresÉ, June 30,

{3tl"nitoba, Department of
29, 1994.

l{rntervÍew, Dan Haughey,

{5rbi d.

aims to disconnect welfare cheats,"
1994, p. A1 .

Family Services, Press ReIease, June

May 2, 1995.
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received at multiple Ievels, sometimes information would be lo,st or

fai I to be brought to the attent ion of counsel lors or the

investigation unit.{6 Therefore, according to Haughey, the fraud

line represents a simplification for both the public and a

consolidation of calls for the respective agencies.{7 However,

Martindale argues that the main purpose of the fraud line is to
"of f er a scapegoat to blame our f inancial hroes on. "{8 Norma

McCormick similarlyargues that the fraud line is merely a means to

harass uJelfare recipients, especially single mothers on hretfare.49

Welfare fraud line: Structure

The cost to implement the welfare fraud line, and the

bi l tboards advertising it, r^ras original ly reported to be $ 4 000

and $ 50 000 respectively.50 However, Haughey claims the actual

amount spent on the billboard advertising was actually closer to

$ 40 000.51 Eighteen billboards brere used to advertise the g45-

STOP phone line so as to ensure that the phone line would be weII

known to the general pub1ic.52 Cathy CaldwelI, however, states

16rbi d.
17rbid.

{8Kor"Ichuk, ShirIey, "Wêlf are squeal I ine to expand, " The
Voice, December 8, L994, p. 4.

{9rnterview, Norma Mccormick, I'farch g , 1995 .

50s"*yr,, PauI, "Phone I ine aims to disconnect welf are
I{innioeq Free Press, June 30, 1994, p. A1 .

5ltnterview, Dan Haughey, l'lay 2, 1995.

52tf," provincial government, with respect to the 18 bi t
bought a certain billboard package based on traffic counts
ensure maximum publicity. Interview, Dan Haughey, May 2,

cheats. "

lboards,
so as to
1995.
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that she has some personal reservatioñs about the billboard
advertising which, in her view, tends to exaggerate hrelfare fraud

as a problem, without educating the public on the reality of the

situation.53

The fraud tine staff consists of one position, with the duties

split equally between Winnipeg SociaI Services and the Department

of Family Services. For two weeks of every month, a person from

the Income Security Division operates the Iine; for the other two

weeks a staff member from Winnipeg Socia1 Services does. There

have been no extra staff costs reported because the operation

merely required a re-distribution of workload within the two

agencies.54

On February 10, 1995 the welfare fraud line was extended to

rural l'lanitoba with the addition of a toII free number, 1-800-230-

STOP. This was also achieved with no increase in staff as the tolI

free number connects directly into the l{innipeg fraud Iine. Prior
to the rural expansion, the fraud I ine dealt wi th welfare

recipients wi thin the SociaI AI lowances Program and the l'lunicipal

Allowances Program in Winnipeg. With the expansion, the fraud line

is now able to receive calls about alleged fraud from rural and

other municipalities across the province. .â,dvertising for the

rural fraud line involved the use of billboards and radio ads which

cost approximately another $ 40 000.55 According to l'lartindale,

53rntervi ew,

5{lnterviehr,

55rbid.

Cathy Caldwel

Dan Haughey,

l, l'larch 13, 1995.

May 2, 1995.
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the extension of the f raud line to rural I'fanitoba is not only

punitive, but also unnecessary because 89 per cent of the total
provincial social assistance caseload is Iocated within Winnip"g.56

I{elfare fraud line: Procedures

AIt calls into the welfare fraud Iine are confidential and

callers can remain anonymous if they so choose. Once a call has

been made into the fraud line, the operator goes through a series

of steps. First, the operator must verify if the accused is on

social assistance, either on the Social Allowances Program or the

I'tunicipal AI lowances Program. T,f. the recipient in quest ion is no

longer on assistance or has never been, the call is terminated. If

the recipient is on either program, then all the relevant

information is taken from the caller. The operator is responsible

for the initial determination as to the validity of every caIl.

Once aII the information has been compiled, the operator forwards

it to the appropriate field staff at district or municipal

assistance offices. Once the information has been received by the

appropriate office, the counseilor responsible for the particular

recipient conducts the initial investigation and forwards a report

outlining the status of the case to the investigation unit within

six weeks. If the matter cannot be handled by the individual

counsellor or involves large sums of money, the investigation unit

wi 11 then become involved. In sunìmary, the welf are f raud I ine

operates as another way to compile information pertaining to

56Krrr"g"r, AIice, "Taking aim to rural cheats, " Winnipeo Free
Press, February 11, 1995, p. A20.
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possible welfare fraud

However, some have suggested that welfare recipients are

having their assistance withheld as a result of a call from the

f raud l ine even bef ore an invest igat ion has begun. l"lel HoI ley, a

para-Iegal with Manitoba LegaI Aid, states that he has evidence of

several cases where benefits hrere withheld before a formal

investigation, by either the counsellor or the investigation unit,
had begun.57 Also, Martindale, tfcCormick and I'lacDonald have aI1

stated that they have evidence to suggest that assistance is being

withheld as the result of a "tip" from the fraud line, prior to any

investigation. According to TwilIa MacDonald, the withholding of

benefits before a formal investigation has begun reveals that

recipients are being deemed guilty until proven innocent.5S Both

I'fart indale and McCormick f urther al lege that in these cases, once

a recipient has been proven innocent of welfare fraud, there is no

reimbursement of the withheld assistance.59

The Department of Fami 1y Services denies these charges.

Haughey states that assistance is not withheld due to a "tip" from

the fraud line. The Department of Family Services will withhold

assistance only as a last resort, after repeated attempts to

contact the recipient, by phone or by personal visit to verify the

5ilnterviehr, MeI HoI ley, Manitoba LegaI Aid para-lega1, I'farch
t6, 1995.

5SInterview, Twi l Ia l'lacDonaId, l'larch 19, 1995.

59Irrt.r,riews, Doug I'fart indale and Norma I'fcCormick, I'farch ! ,
1995 and l"larch 9, 1995 respectively.
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recipient's circumstances, have failed.60 Neither Feener nor.

Haughey denies the possibitity that assistance could have been

withheld in the past.6l To prevent this from happening, the

I'finister has issued explicit instructions that no recipient is to

have any assistance withheld as a result of an unconfirmed "tip"

from the fraud Iine, before a formal investigation has been

compIeted.62

I{elfare Fraud Line: Results

After close to one year's operation, the welfare fraud line
appears to have been effective in detecting welfare fraud. As of

April 10, 1995, the welfare fraud line had received 3 394 calls.
Of these, 2 7L8 concerned active social assistance recipients (1

698 provincial and L 020 municipal recipients) and were sent to

counsellors for review; the other 676 calIs did not warrant

investigation, either because not enough information was provided

or because the person reported uras not known to be currently on

either social assistance program. Of the Z 7LB caI ls that htere

referred to counsellors, l. 944 have already been reviewed while the

remaining 774 are actively under review. Of the 1 944 calls that

have been reviewed, 1 54g were deemed unfounded or could not be

pursued due to ]ack of information or evidence. In summary,

therefore, as a result of the 3 394 calls made to the fraud line,

6orntervi ew,

61r¡i a .

6¿K..r"g"r, Al
welfare benefits,

Dan Haughey, May 2, 1995.

ice, "l'finister stresses due process in cutting
" Winnipeq Free Press, January 20, 1.995, p. 81 .
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395 cases have had corrective action taken. Of these, in turn, 313

cases have been closed while the remaining 82 cases have either had

their budgets reduced or have had an overpayment assessed. There

remain 29 cases which are current ly being considered for

prosecution.63 Thus, of the 3 394 calls received, about 11.6 per

cent have involved verifiable welfare fraud. Since February 10,

approximately 40 per cent of the calls to the fraud line have been

with respect to rural welfare cases, most of them pertaining to

provincial welf are recipients.64

According to the government, the estimated savings thus far to

I'lay !2, 1995 have been about fi 2.0 million.65 There are two

components to this figure: savings through cost-avoidance and re-

payment of overpayments. According to Don Feener, cost-avoidance

savings constitute perhaps as much as 75 per cent of the fi 2.0

mi I I ion. The same t ime frame for cost-avoidance and budget

reduction timit used by the investigation unit is utilized for the

fraud Iine.

. According to Paul Edwards, Leader

Party, the government has taken aIl of

every form of investigation and lumped

of the t'fani toba Liberal

the savings resulting from

them together as savings

63Rtt preceding information pertaining to the number of calls
received by the welfare fraud line has been from the same source.
See Manitoba, Department of Family Services' Fact Sheet, May L,
1995.

61M"r, i toba , Department of Fami ly Servi ces , Fact Sheet , June 1 3 ,

1995.

65rbid.
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resulting directly from the welfare fraud line.66 Governmenl

officials deny this charge and state that the $ 2.0 million figure
represents the savings that can be directly attributed to the fraud

line.6i Feener argues that while some cases of suspected welfare

fraud may have several information sources which include both the

fraud line and normal investigations, savings are directly credited
to the fraud I ine only if it was the original source of

information.6S

CURRENT WELFARE POLTCING IN BRTTISH COLUI'IBIA, ONTÀRIO AND OUEBEC

British Columbia

In the falI of L976, the British Columbia government hired 10

people to form a welfare investigation unit. Over the next five
years, the investigation unit's reported results appeared to be

improving. The unit has remained over the last two decades and at

present is comprÍsed of 39 investigators69, along with a Victoria-
based Director, and nine regional superviror".T0 The average

salary of an investigator was reported to be roughly $ 30 000.ii

66Interview, Paul Edwards, Leader of the t'lani toba Liberal
PartY, l'larch 2, 1995.

6TInterview, Dan Haughey and Don Feener, l,lay 2, 1995.

6Srnterview, Don Feener, May 2 , 1995.

69crif f in, Kevin, "New welf are rules 'aimed at cheaters' , "
Vancouver Sun, February 1, L994, p. 84.

7oward, Doug, "8.c. serious about attacking welfare fraud,
minister says," Vancouver Sun, ApriI 18, 1994, p. 82.

7lHunter, Justine, "$16 million in welfare fraud savings
questioned, " Vancouver Sun, February 2L, 1.995, p. A2.
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TabIe 3.3 Reported Fraud Charges and'savings in B.C.: L977-1980

L97 7 1978 L97 9 1980

Reported Cases
for
Invest isat ion

3645 3816 3852 47 L3

Charoes Laid 345 268 207 229

Reported
Savi nqs

( thousands )

$ 379 $ 420 $ 459 $ 725

urce: Rachert, John. "We re Fraud and the State: Britis
Columbia 1970-1977 ," University of CaIgary, M.A. Thesis,
1985, p. 111.

Since its inception, there have been several new measures created

to assist the investigation unit in detecting and preventing

welfare fraud. The invest igat ion uni t recent ly inst i tuted

electronic monitoring which identifies claimants applying for

assÍstance at more than one office and reveals the number of

welfare cheques sent to any one address.T2 AIso, the British

Columbian qovernment has instituted tougher restrictions within

Vi tal Stat i st ics making i t more di ff icul t to obtain faI se

identification.T3

According to the current B.C government, for every dollar

spent catching fraud, four dollars are saved.T{ rn Lgg4, there

brere approximately L2 400 investigations conducted compared to

72ruia.

73rbid.

7{r¡i¿.

h
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6 600 investigations done in 1993.75 These investigations resulted

in approximately 200 fraud convictions, with the amount of fraud

averaging $ z 300 per 
"""".76 The total saved through welfare

pol icing in L994, according to government reports, was

approximately $ 16.6 mitIion.TT There has been some controversy

over these reported savingis, with many critics arguing that almost

half of this saving is only a speculative estimate of the screening

out of possible f raudulent claims.78 The B.c. 'government does

acknowledge that it utilizes a six-month cost-avoidance time-frame

for calculat ing savings due to the screening process, which

calculates to approximately $ 4 20O per 
"."..79 

So the claimed

savings in British Columbia may be exaggerated.

Ontario

Ontario's welfare budget dramatically increased from $ 3.5

billion in 1991 to $ 6.2 billion in 1993.80 Partly to restrain the

rate of increase, the then Premier, Bob Rae, instituted a province-

wide review of alI welfare recipients. Prior to the review,

Ontario employed 450 social workers to detect fraud and verify new

75r¡ia.

76ruia.

77Hunter, Justine, "$16 million in welfare fraud savings
questioned," Vancouver Sun, February 2L, 1995, p. A1.

78tui d .

79rbid.

80 , "Crackdown on welfare
million," Globe and MaiI, March 28,

cheats expected to save $ 50
1994, p. 45.
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applications, ât a cost of $ tg million annuatty.Sl It hras

expected that the move to detect fraud could save the government

between $ 70-100 million annuatIy.S2 In addition to the 450 social

workers, in 1994 the Ontario government hired 270 people to review

the 1.3 million welfare cases in the province, ât â cost of $ 2L.5

mittion over thirteen months.83

According to the NDP government, the review would lead to

savings of approximately $ 60 million in 1994 and $ 90 million in

1995.8{ In September, Lgg4, the government announced the review

had found a fraud and error rate of 20 percent in the 40 000 cases

already examined.S5 The procedures used by investigators in the

review involved the same ones used by the regular investigation

unit, and mainly involved computer-matching and telephone calls.

Home visits were used only "where they are required."86 This

investigation unit may weII be expanded under the newly-elected

Progress ive Conservat ive government of Premi er I'f i ke Harr i s .

Ouebec

8ll'lackie, Richard, "More staf f may lower welf are bi I l,' Globe
and I'laiI, December 2, L992, p.Ã'5.

82r¡id.

83Y.k.b.rski, Konrad, "Hob, ontario's 'weIf are police' could
work," Toronto Star, April 2, 1994, p. À6.

8{-, "ontario hiring 270 to catch welf are cheaters, "

I'fontreal Gazette, I'farch 29, 1994, p. 44.

85waIker, Wi I Iiam, "Ma jor welf are f oulups revealed, " Toronto
Star, September 22, 1994, p. A'1.

86Y"k.brrski, Konrad, "How ontario's 'welfare police' could
work," loronto Star, ApriI 2, L994, p. A6.
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fhe Quebec brelf are investigation unit, otherwise known a.s the

Boubou I'lacoutes, was created in early 1986. The unit is referred

to as the Boubou Macoutes because of then Premier Robert Bourassa's

nickname, Boubou, and because welfare recipients relate the unit to

the hated secret police unit of former Haitian dictator, Jean-

Claude Duvalier. According to Bourassa, roughly $ 300 million was

Iost to welfare fraud annually in puebec.87

The investigation unit is comprised of 300 welfare fraud

investigators, which costs the Quebec government approximately $ g

million annually to administ"r.88 The investigation unit detects

fraudby making annual surprise visits to the homes of Quebec's 750

000 welfare recipients.S9 Since its creation in 1986. the

investigation unit has conducted between 100 000 and 155 000 home

visits, in addition to approximately 5 000 regular investigations

conducted annuat ty.90 The poÌárers of the invest igat ion uni t are

extensive. It has the authority to require friends. rêIatives,

neighbours, postal carriers and the clergy to reveal any

information they might have on suspected welfare fraud cases, or

face fines up to $ r 000.91

According to the Quebec government, the investigation unit

87-, "Boubou l,{acoutes a Bourassa legacy," Globe and MaiI,
December 7, 1993, p. .A'4.

88ruia.

89ruid.

90Yakabuski, Konrad. "HohJ ontario's 'welfare police' could
h¡ork," Toronto Star, April 2, 1994, p. 46.

9irbid.
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saved approximately $ 86 million in the 1993-Lgg4 fiscal year,

which amounted to 2.7 per cent of Quebec's annual welfare budget of

more than $ 3. 2 bLIIion.92 Political scientists AIain Noel and

James Gow studied the findings and concluded that the real savings

figure is at best $ 3 miIlion.93

Welfare policing has become a reality, not only in Manitoba,

but across Canada. As welfare costs continue to increase,

governments will continue to press the need for welfare policing as

a means to ensure that the money is being spent appropriately. As

long as there are anti-fraud measures, there will be questions

surrounding the financial impact they are reported to be having.

Also, there will likely be persistent questions about the methods

being used in detecting f raud. l'lany welfare advocates express deep

concerns over the impact that anti-fraud measures can have on

welfare recipients and the welfare system.

CONCLUSION

The intention of this chapter has been to provide a general

description of the welfare policing measures currently in use in

Manitoba and other provinces. While on the surface it may seem

that there exist few problems with their structures, procedures and

financial aspects, critics retain serious reservations, especially

concerning the fraud Iines. Some of these have accused the

investigation unit of using scare tactics to find out if a

92r¡id.

93 "Boubou l"lacoutes a Bourassa legacy," Globe and l'lail,
1993, p. A'4.December 7,
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Others believe. that

a welfare fraud line assumes that welfare recipients suspected of

fraud are guilty until proven innocent, and in violation of due

process, have been "cut-off" urelfare unjustly. Such critics have

also focused on the damage these measures have inflicted on the

lives of welfare recipients. This theme has been prominent in the

attacks on hrelfare policing in l'lanitoba.

9{R"d"kop, BiIl,
Free Press, December

"single mom startled by threats," Winnipeo
19, 1993, p. A'9.



Chapter Four: IMPACT OF TIELFARE POLICING

Even though the welfare fraud investigation unit and the

welfare fraud phone line have been in operation for only a short

period, their impact has been strong and immediate. Whether it

has been mainly beneficial. or detrimental, depends on whom one

consults. I{hile government representatives point to the money

saved, r¡IêIfare advocates argue that the anti-fraud measures have

hurt recÍpients. The two opposing viewpoints address the issue

from two different perspectives, each of which alone does not

provide an objective evaluation. OnIy when both are considered

together does the reality of the impact of welfare policing in

I'lani toba become apparent .

A VTEI{ FROI.Í THE TOP

Gary Hutton concludes that governments primarily assess the

impact of welfare fraud investigation by determining the amount of

money that has been saved as a result.l In l,lanitoba, the amount

of savings resutting from welfare fraud policing provides the

basis on which the current government assesses the impact of these

policing measures. According to Bonnie Mitchelson, wêlfare

policing was created to curb the amount of welfare fraud in the

the welfare system and to ensure that taxpayers'money is being

given to those who are truly in need.Z Based on results from the

fraud Iine, I'fitchelson stated that the fraud line has proven to be

lHuttot, Gary, weIfare Fraud Invest iqat ion
IIIinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1.985),

2Russell, Frances, "This fraud
Press, December 22, 1995, p. 46.

p. L02.

shames us aIl,

( Spr ingf i e Id,

" Winnipeo Free
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an effective toot.3 Thus, for the government, the impact of these

welfare policing measures has been beneficial in saving taxpayers

a substantial sum of money.

According to Feener, fraud is inherent within the welfare

system and without strict control the amount of fraud would worsen.

fn his view, the government considers the fraud line and the

investigation unit as essential controls to prevent the growth of

financial losses due to fraud in the future. But'it acknowledges

the difficulty of determining conclusively whether this has

actual Iy curbed welf are f raud in l'îanitoba. Because the extent of

welfare fraud is.unknown, it is therefore impossible to determine

whether welfare policing is effective in curbing or preventing the

growth of fraud. Even so, Feener believes that these measures,

while þerhaps not curbing welfare fraud, have uncovered more fraud

than was previously believed to exist. According to Feener, "the

more you look, the more you find. "1

ÏIhile financial considerations form the basis on which welfare

policing is assessed, administrative considerations are also

evaluated. The welfare fraud Iine was created to minimize costs

and reduce duplication, with a single point of contact to simplify

the public reporting of welfare fraud.5 Prior to the fraud line,

tips regarding welfare fraud were received at many different

3Krrr.g"., AI ice, "Taking aim at rural cheats, " Winnipeq Free
Press, February 11, 1995, p. À20.

{Interview, Don Feener, l,lay 2, 1995.

Slnterview, Dan Haughey, l'lay 2, 1995.
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Iocations within the Department of Family Services and I{innipeg

SociaI Services. The fraud I ine has resutted in a more

centralized reporting of welfare fraud as aII calls noh, are either
received by the fraud line or directed there. It has reduced costs

through a more organized reporting system that shortens the time

period between the moment when information is received and the

implementat ion of corrective act ion.6 Therefore, administrat ively,
the fraud Iine has simplified the process of reporting welfare

fraud and probably reduced policing costs as welI.

Overall, the goal of welfare policing in Þlanitoba has been to

protect the system's integrity and to prevent fraudulent benefits

from being paid. For the government, assessing the impact and

effectiveness of these measures is based upon how weI I the

investigation unit and the fraud line realize their goal of saving

money. lfelfare advocates and recipients feel that the financial

considerations have been overestimated, however, and express fears

that the negative impact these policing measures are having on the

Iives of welfare recipients outweighs any savings resulting from

the investigation of welfare fraud.

A VIET{ FROI'I THE BOTTOM

According to Feener, the only rea1Iy negative impact of the

investigation unit and the welfare fraud Iine is on those

recipients who are committing fraud.T However, welfare advocates

and recipients claim that these policing measures have had negative

6lnterview, Don Feener, l,fay 2, 1995.

7r¡i a .
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effects on honest welfare recipients who are truly in . dire
f inancial need. I{hi Ie it is extremely dif f icult to put a f inancial
price on human suffering, welfare advocates argue that the human

suffering inflicted by these initiatives easi ly outweighs the

reported savings from welfare fraud investigations. Even though

government officials claim the financial savings resulting from

welfare fraud investigation are significant, there is evidence to

suggest that in the drive to eliminate fraud, the human cost has

been ignored or discounted.

fn 1981, Reuben Hasson conducted a study in Ontario Ínto the

effects the urar against fraud has on the public and welfare

recipients. fn his study, Hasson found three major effects of

welfare policing. First, it influences public opinion against

welfare spending, allowing governments to cut welfare spending;

second, it discourages people who are thinking about claiming

welfare because of the stigma of being viewed as an abuser; and

third, it decreases scrutiny in areas of a welfare system which

infringe on a recipient's basic human rights.S

In l'lanitoba, hlêIfare advocates claim that there are several

negative effects which the anti-fraud measures have had,

particularly on the poor. Perhaps the worst impact the fraud Iine

and the investigation unit have allegedly had is creating and

fostering public hatred, contempt or active hostility towards

welfare recipients and the welfare system in general. According to

SRachert, John, "WêIfare Fraud
1970-I977," University of CaIgary,

and the State: British Columbia
I'1..A'. Thesis, 1985, p. 15.
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Twi I ta MacDonald, invest igat ing welfare recipients inst i I Is. into

the public a false belief that all welfare recipients are

committing welfare fraud and thus are undeserving.9 Paul Edwards

has similarly argued that with the creation of these policing

measures:

"the government is playing to a perception that
welfare does not really need to exist and that
peoplg on welfare are really not deserving at
al l. "lu

MacDonald argues that when middle class l'lanitobans see bi I lboards

implying welfare fraud is rampant, they become angry, bitter and

mean-spirited. They begin to believe that the poor are abusing the

privi leges the middle class are paying f or.11

According to one article, such policing measures foster the

belief in a phenomenon known as "scroungerphobia", that welfare

recipients are merely scrounging off the rest of society.12 In the

recent difficult economic times, as the middle class are obiiged to

pay taxes for programs that they believe the poor are abusing,

their compassion declines and their concern for their own survival

increases. Hatred of "welfare bums" then contributes emotional

fervour to right-wing policies, such as work-for-weIfare, which may

seek to punish welfare recipients regardless of any offences they

9Interview, Twi I Ia I'facDonaId, l,farch 19, 1995.

l0tnterviebJ. Paul Edwards, l'larch 2,1995.
lltnterview. Twi I la l'lacDonald, March lg , 1995.

l2Barker, Christine, PauI Watchman an,il Jeremy Rowan-Robertson,
"social Security Abuse,
24(2) , August , t990, p.

" SociaI PoIicy and Adminstration,
106.

Vol
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might have commi t ted.13

While the policing of welfare recipients may create a hatred

towards recipients, it can also foster and reinforce welfare

stereotypes.l{ Martindale claims that the investigation unit and

the fraud line signify to the public that their suspicions of

welfare recipients as undeserving abusers are true:

The welfare fraud issue plays to some of the
most discriminatory and odious stereotypes in
society: that bromen are not independent human
beings and that the poor people are less
honourable and less worthy than everyone
eIse.l5

These stereotypes are reinforced through the fraud Iine billboard

slogan "hetp those who need it the most", which implies that there

are a significant number of welfare recipients who are undeserving.

These stereotypes further contribute to the lack of publ ic

understanding or appreciat ion of welfare recipients as human

beings.

Under this stress, some welfare recipients, state that they

have become "paranoid" and "neurotic". According to one single

mother on bre I f are :

You start to get paranoid. You think you're
being watched alI the time. You're afraid to
have friends..- You're afraid for your kids to
have friends.lo

lSltrterview, Norma Ì'fcCormick, I'farch g , 1995.

llttttervier^t, Doug l.lartindale, l'farch L, 1995.

l5Russell, Frances, "This fraud shames us all," winnipeq Free
Press, December 22, 1994, p. 46.

l6R,r"r"lI, Frances, "snitch Iine claims victims, " ïIinnipeq Free
Press, January 19, 1995, p. 46.
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MicheI Ie Fairbairn, a Iocal weif are rigtrts advocate, stated. that

the main ef f ect of welf are pol icing in I'lanitoba has been the

creation of an atmosphere of fear among recipients.lT Likewise,

l'lacDonaId graphical ly summarizes the ef f ect of the f raud I ine and

the investigation unit as creating within welfare recipients a

sense of being "caged rats".18

Both Haughey and Feener argue that welfare recipients who are

not committing welfare fraud have no reason to be fearful.

Recipients who do not commit welfare fraud, however, evidentty feel

a need to prove that they are in fact honest and in real need. In

effect, according to one welfare recipient, people have to

demonstrate their " Iegit imacy" :

People are scrambling to prove their legitimacy
and prove that they're in need when in fact they
are.19

Wayne Helgason also reports that even honest, weI l-balanced

recipients are nobr becoming extremely paranoid due to the fraud

]ine and the investigation unit. He argues that because the

government already regulates welfare recipients so strictly, ârlY

additional regulation, such as h'elfare poticing' creates a fear in

recipients that the government is increasing its surveillance and

control over their tives.20 What welfare policing amounts to for

17Ko*"lchuk, Shirley, "WêIf are squeal I ine to expand, " The
Voice, December 8, 1994, P. 4.

iStnterview, Twi I la MacDonaId, March 19, 1995.

19Ko*.Ichuk, Shirley, "Wêlfare squeal line to expand, " The
Voice, December 8, L994, P. 4.

20tntervieu¡, l{ayne Helgason, March 8. 1995.
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some recipients is the anxiety endemic in George Orwell's 1984: the

inescapable apprehension that Big Brother is watching them.

llartindale, McCormick, MacDonaId and Helgason believe that, as

a result of this intense fear, many recipients have pulled

themselves out of any public interaction and withdrawn deeper into

isolat ion. I'fart indale recounts an example involving a single

mother on welfare whose children used to play with the children

next door until the neighbours called the welfare'fraud Iine to

report her. After the woman discovered that the neighbours hrere

the ones who falsely reported her to the fraud line, she forbade

her chitdren from playing with other children and ceased any

attempts to find employment herseIf.2l

Martindale concludes that if recipients isolate themselves in

this wây, their employment prospects diminish, which in turn may

prolong their dependence on weIfare.22 However, l'lacDonaId thinks

that the government gains from fostering these fears because it

intimidates and scares recipients from coming forward to complain

about abuse, or unfair treatment they might have received by the

Department of Family Servi""".23 Wayne Helgason similarly views

the government as holding anonymous reporting as a threat for

coerc i on .2{

Some critics believe the aim of welfare policing measures,

21lr,t ervi eu, ,

22r¡ia.

23tnterview,

24ttrt erv i ew,

Doug I'fartindale, March t, 1995.

TwilIa l'lacDonald, March L9, 1995.

Wayne Helgason, I'larch 8, 1995.
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cr,such as fraud Iines and investigation units, is to produce

docile body that may be subjected, used, transformed and

improved. "25 l,leasures such as the f raud I ine and invest igat ion

unit are used for the "normalization of so-called anomalies in the

social body."26 MacDonald hotds that the government views single

mothers not only as the most Iikely candidates to commit welfare

fraud, but also as anomalies in the social body and affronts to

traditional family values.27 Therefore, the welfare fraud line and

investigatÍon unit, âs a result of the aileged fear they instill,

may serve as tools to produce a submissive, if not apathetic, group

of recipients, or more specifically to bring single mothers back

into an orthodox nuclear family. The welfare system has in the

past been admittedty used for manipulative purposes in various

schemes of social or Christian engineering. For example, the

introduction in Manitoba of l'lothers Allowances in 1919, however

Iaudatory for other reasons, also had the ulterior purpose of

encouraging working women to vacate the workforce and return to the

home.28 Such impulses in the service of domesticity may still

persist today.

25Pemberton, Alec, "Discipline and
Administrative State: The Case of SociaI
Socioloov and Social WeIfare, VoL L7(2\

Pacification in the Modern
Welfare Fraud, " Journal of
, June, L990, p. L25.

26rbid

ZTlnterview, Twi I Ia I'facDonaId, I'farch Lg , 1995.

28Mo""o,ri tch, Al lan and Glenn Drover, " SociaI Expendi tures and
the Welfare State: The Canadian Experience in Historical
Perspective, " The Benevolent State, l'loscovitch, AI lan and Glenn
Drover, eds. (Toronto: Garamond Press, L987), p. 24,
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Sheena Walsh-l'lcMahon believes that policing measures ar.e an

attempt by government to try to push single mothers either back

into previous relationships or towards finding themselves a ne$J

husband.29 She concludes that the government is doing this firstty

in an attempt to reduce the welfare caseload and costs; and

secondly. to "normalíze" single mothers back into the traditional

family.30 According to another single mother on welfare, she was

told by investigators that she wouid be cut off welfare unless she

moved in with her child's father.3l The government is said to be

able to use these policing measures to produce a docile body

because the welfare system does not adequately empower recipients,

but keeps them vulnerable to such coercion.32

One of the worst effects of policing welfare recipients,

according to critics, is that it infringes their right to privacy

and dignity, making them second-cIass citizens, subject to

"spying".33 Most citizens would properly consider any government's

attempt to encourage their neighbours to "spy" on them as an

infringement on their right to prÍvacy. The welfare fraud line

exposes the private Iives of welfare recipients to anonymous gossip

and slander. According to I'lacDonald, it conveys the impression

29lnterview, Sheena tIaIsh-l'1cl'fahon, l,ÍaY 29, 1995.

3orui¿.

3lR.d"kop, Bi I t , "single mom start led by threats ' " Winnipecl
Free Press, December 19, 1993, p. 49.

3Zttttervier¡t, Wayne Helgason, I'larch

33lnterviehrs, Doug Mart indale and
1995 and I'farch 9, 1995 respectively.

g, 1995.

Norma lfcCormi ck , March 1 ,
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that recipients are "of no value to society, that they are drains

on society. "3{ McCormick adds that Ít redefines welfare as a

privilege and not an entittement3S. In the same vein, a reporter

has quoted l"lcCormick, who suggests that pol icing is, in ef f ect, a

new form of harassment of women.

this (phone) Iine is boldfaced harassment of
b¡omen. There is an idea that a hroman hooks
up with a guy and he wiII support her--
what the fraud line investigates is the
presence of a man in a hroman'g home. It's
disgusting, sexist and cruel.Jb

Both lfcCormick and Martindale insist that there is evidence which

reveals the fraud line is being used by ex-husbands and ex-

boyfriends to harass and control women. In one case. a single

mother on hlelfare revealed how her ex-boyfriend boasted to her that
"he was using the snitch ]ine to get her."37 Another single mother

stated that her former boyfriend began using the fraud Iine as a

means to control her.

He told me that if I didn't do what he said, if
I refused to see him, I will make your life a
Iiving hell and I won't stop until I þave you
and your children living in one room.rö

Because of their children, single mothers on welfare are extremely

vulnerable to the misuse of these policing measures. They can be

3ltnterview, Twi ] 1a I'lacDonaId, March Lg, 1995.

35Interview, Norma Mccormick, l'larch g, 1995.

36Ko*.lchuk, Shirley, "tlêlfare squeal Iine to expand, " The
Voice, December 8, 1994, p. 4.

37Ru"selI, Frances, "snitch tine claims victims," Winnipes Free
Press, January L9, 1995, p. 46.

38ruid.
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bullied and controiled by ex-partners since they fear that

any urelfare investigation might result in a reduction in the

benefits essential for the proper care of their children. As one

single mother on welfare stated:

I just can't explain what it's like, urhen
you're already wondering how you're going
to feed ygur children....the fear it puts
into you. r'

Gary Hutton states that the most useful informants are those with

a grudge or "score to settle" with a welf are recipient.{0 }IeIf are

advocates insist, however, that using the fraud line to "settle a

score" amounts to undue harassment. To avoid it, some single

mothers will be forced back into abusive relationships to escape an

ex-partner's threats to utilize the fraud Iine.{l OveraII,

MacDonaId characterizes welfare policing measures as "Iegalized

economic spousal abuse. "42

I{hi 1e the impact of these measures affects most welfare

recipients, the greatest tragedy is the impact they have on the

children. As one brelfare recipient phrased it, the people who are

phoning the fraud line are "screwing up the life of the kids who

are going to go without f ood. "13 Ï{hether or not a hrelfare

3gKrr,.g"r, Alice, "snitch line complaint stops doIe," Winnipeo
Free Press, January L4, 1995, p. 41.

{OHr.rtton, Gary, Wetf are Fraud Invest iqation (Springf ield,
IIIinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1985), p. 131.

{ltnterview, Norma McCormick, l,tarch g , 1995.

12lntervieÌ^¡, Twi t la MacDonald, l'larch lg , 1995.

{3Kru.g"r, AIice, "snitch Iine complaint stops dole, " Winnipeq
Free Press, January L4, 1995, p. 41.
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recipient is guilty of welfare fraud,'the question remains wþat

consequence should children bear for the actions of their parents?

t'tel Hol ley has stated that he has evidence to suggest that when

tips are received on the fraud line, recipients'benefits are

withhetd until they can prove their innocence.{{ Therefore, if a

single mother's benefits are withheld as a result of a tip from the

phone Iine or an investigation, her children must then suffer the

consequences. The claim that these policing measures are creating

fear and paranoia in welfare recipients may also affect their

chi ldren. Sheena Walsh-l"1cl.1ahon argues that the additional stress

and pressure created by these measures can increase the probability

of physical and mental abuse inflicted upon some children of

welfare recipients.45

While the fraud line and investigation unit appear to be

having a negative impact on the individual Iives of welfare

recipients and their unfortunate children, there may also be

significant damage to the community of welfare recipients as a

whoIe. According to Wayne Helgason, within the welfare community

there traditionally exists a sub-culture of sharitg.{6 Examples

of this sub-culture include welfare recipients' giving food to

other recipients who do not have enough to eat and some recipients'

fixing other recipients' appliances for free. Wi th the

imptementation of the policing measures, hobrever, this sharing sub-

Lt_"InEervteur,

{5rntervi ew,

16tnterview,

l'leI HoI Iey, I'farch L6,

Sheena Walsh-McMahon,

Wayne Helgason, l'larch

1995.

l'lay 29, 1995.

8, 1995.
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culture appears to be eroding. Harold l"lcQueen, co-chairperson of

the SociaI Assistance Coalition of I'fanitoba, maintains that many of

the calls to the fraud line are made by welfare recipients

attempting to "take the heat off of themselves" by blaming

others . {7

As a result, a distrust and suspicion of other welfare

recipients have emerged within the welfare community. One welfare

recipient describes the situation as "so terrible"' that it "makes

you doubt everyone, even close friends and neighboutr."{8 Thus,

instead of trying to help one another through their tough times,

welfare recipients have become more guarded and suspicious of their

neighbours. Instead of trying to fight these policing measures as

a unified community, welfare recipients have turned on each other

to take the pressure of f of themselvés. I'facDonald characterizes

the policing measures as examples of the government's desire to
"divide and conquer" welfare recipients.{9

WhiIe the fraud line and the investigation unit have had

a negative impact on the present Iives of welfare recipients,

according to both I'fcCormick and Martindale, the future Ímpact could

even be worse. Both critics conclude that these policing measures

will atlow the current government to reduce social assistance rates

in t'fanitoba and the overall budget of the Department of Family

{7sin"Iair, Gordon Jr., "False accusations clog welfare Iine,"
Winnipeq Free Press, JuIy 26, 1994, p. 46.

{8Ktu"g"r, AIice, "snitch tine complaint stops dole, " Winnipes
Free Press, January L4, 1995, p. 41.

49lnterview, TwiIla MacDonald, l,larch lg, 1995.
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Services, as welfare fraud investigations provide the

justification, however specious, for the assumption that recipients

could Iive on less money than they presently receive.50 Thus,

government critics warn that welfare recipients may have to contend

not only with increased harassment and fear, but possibly with

lower assistance rates in the future.

ALTERNATIVE å,PPROACHES TO REDUCE T{ELFARE FRÀUD

While investigation units are the normal approach to welfare

fraud, there have been a few alternatives brought forth which would

work in conjunction with the older, more conventional anti-fraud

measures. The most commonly cited alternatives include mandatory

work-for-weIfare, otherwise known as hJorkfare, photo identif ication

and fingerprinting. None of these alternatives is currently in use

in any of the provincial welfare systems, but as pressure mounts

from the pubtic to address the issue of fraud, governments are

increasingly giving these alternatives more careful consideration.

tlorkf are

Workfare, while being recently touted as a neb, approach to

many problems within the welfare state, is not a new idea. Work-

for-welfare has been around in varying forms since the Elizabethan

Poor Laws. A statute in British North America in 1834 reportedly

represented a typical imposition of work obligations upon aid

recipients, whereby anyone requesting assistance from the state,

who was deemed able-bodied, was required to work in a parish

50tnterviehrs, Doug Martindale and Norma Ì"lcCormick, March L,
1995 and I'farch 9, 1995 respectively.
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"hrorkhouse" ei ther cutt ing cordwood or breaking and pi I ing st.ones

as a condition for receiving assistance.Sl It was believed at the

time that the requirement of work in exchange of benefits would

screen out any possible fraudulent claims. In Canada, more

recently, there have been numerous examples where meeting a

specified work obligation has been made a condition for receiving

assistance. During the Great Depression of the 1930s, for
instance, unemployed able-bodied men received 20-25 cents per day

for construction work, such as clearing land and buitding roads.52

The more contemporary term workfare has acquired a slightly

different meaning. In its original definition, workfare refers to

the "practice of requiring unpaid work in exchange for welfare

benefits."53 Recently, workfare has broadened its definition to

include an assortment of job-related activities, such as job

training, that would be required for receiving welfare benefits.

The work requirement becomes the standard of eligibility, in that

unless recipients are willing to work at jobs provided or take

training programs, benefits wilI be denied.54 There are two forms

that workfare can take: voluntary or mandatory. Recent debate

5iGuest, Denis, The Emerqence of SociaI Securitv in Canada
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1980), p. 11.

szverburg, Peter, "Bring on the workfare brigades," Alberta
Report, VoI 9 ( 13 ) , Apri I 25, L994, p. 16.

538.r"n", Patricia, "From Workf are to the Social Contract :

Implications for Canada of Recent US Reforms," Canadian PubIic
PoIicv, VoI 19(1), l"larch, L993, p. 56.

s{Rodg"r", Harrell Jr., "T{orkfare and Welfare Reform," Bevond
Welfare: New.A,pproaches to the Problem of Poverty in America,
Rodgers, HarreII Jr., ed. (New York: I'f. E. Sharpe, 1988), p. 14.
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surrounding urorkfare has concentrated on the idea that workfare

should be mandatory. Under the Canada À.ssistance Plan, houJever, a

person's current economic need forms the basis of eligibility and

thus it has been illegal, or at least in violation of federal

guidelines, for provinces to make any work-related activities a

condition for the receiving of assistance. This is now changing:

with the recent dismantling of the Canada Assistance Planr rrìânt

provinces have begun to consider creating a mandatory workfare

sys tem.

At present, there exist few examples of voluntary or mandatory

workfare in actual operation. The current New Brunswick government

has instituted a program called NB ?Iorks. NB Works is a six-year.

$ 177 million plan to give training to approximately 3 000 welfare

recipients.55 The workfare program is a voluntary one, which

offers jobs, ranging from data entry to garbage collection, and job

training programs. Jobs are provided through the private sector,

municipal and the provincial government and non-profit

organizations. llelfare recipients in New Brunswick receive between

$ 468-542 per month, but by volunteering for NB Works, they are

able to bump their total up to the $ t2 000 maximum aI lowable per

y""r.56

The current Manitoba government is considering the feasibility

of requiring healthy adults, who do not have to take care of their

55Higgins, Mark,
stage for workfare, "

56rbid.

"Volunteer--or else! New Brunswick sets the
This Maqazine, VoI 28(2), August, 1994, p. 6.
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young children, to brork for their welfare cheques. This would

involve only those recipients who are deemed "employable", which

excludes disabled people and single mothers. LocaI private

businesses would be asked to provÍde jobs and would be offered

incentives from the government in return. The government would

then provide a "top-up" or subsidy for recipients working for a

private business through the workfare progr.*.57

Workfare has been proposed as a solution to many problems

within the welfare systems across Canada. Proponents of mandatory

workfare claim that it could possibly act as an anti-fraud measure,

in that it could deter some people from fraudulently claiming

welfare by requiring them to work for their assistance. Also,

supporters of workfare argue that it would reduce unreported earned

income fraud since it is impossible for a person to be working two

different jobs at the same time. According to Ernie Lightman, a

professor at the University of Toronto, workfare at least

emphasizes one's presence on a definite job, even though the job

itself may not involve learning any new work skilIs.58

While workfare might provide solutions to some of the

problems, it would not appear to be an effective way of preventing

welfare fraud. First, according to Feener, the majority of welfare

fraud cases in I'lanitoba involve co-habitation fraud. I'landatory

workfare does not address this form of fraud. Making a recipient

57Ì'facGilIivray, Donald, "Workf are Comif,g, " Winnipeq Sun, June
28, 1995, p. 2.

5SLight*.n, Ernie, "UnheaI thy interest in workf are, " .A,ct ion
Dossier, Number 40, FalI, L994, p. 30.
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bJork for assistance would not prevent that person from res.iding

with another person who was surreptitiously contributing to the

household income. Workfare would also be ineffective against other

frauds such as collecting from several jurisdictions simultaneously

or falsifying one's financial need in order to get welfare.

I{orkfare might also not be able to completely eradicate unreported

earned income.

Recipients working "under the table" could stiII either work

different hours or perhaps only on weekends; similarly a recipient

could make extra money illegally by babysitting, in the evenings,

while meeting workfare requirements during the day. It may be, âs

governments invent new hrays to combat fraud, those disposed to

commi t f raud wi I I f ind nevr hrays to avoid detect ion.

The idea that imposing a requirement to work for the receiving

of benefits might dissuade some from filing fraudulent claims in

the first place perhaps has some merit. People who are not in real

need of welfare might decide the work requirement makes the attempt

to collect not worth the money. There exists no firm evidence,

however, to suggest that the incidence of initial fraudulent claims

by those not in real economic need is a serious problem. While

workfare might be effective in screening out these fraudulent

claims, it might be doing so for only a small percentage of the

total fraud cases in I'fanitoba. The belief that many welfare

recipients who are defrauding the system would be deterred from

collecting welfare if work r¡rere a condition is not supported by the

voluntary workfare pilot project in New Brunswick. Frank McKenna,
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Premier of New Brunswick, has stated that there are "more

appticants than places available" in NB Works.59 This would seem

to indicate that most persons prefer work to welfare, not vice

versa.

Another Iimitation of workfare is that it is designed for

able-bodied recipients who do not already have demanding

responsibilities in caring for young children. In Manitoba, the

vast majority of people on provincial social assistance are deemed

"unemployable" and therefore would be unaffected by workfare. The

majority of people that workfare would be applicable to are those

on municipal assistance. Workfare might not address the fraud in

the provincial welfare system because few, if âoY, provincial

recipients would be eligible under present criteria. To have an

impact on the provincial system, a redefinition would be required,

for example, for single mothers. This might lead to a prerequisite

expansion of day care facilities, whose cost might outweigh any

money saved through workfare. In summary, it is difficult, if not

impossible to predict how workfare might assist in detecting or

preventing fraud; but preliminary assessments of the possibilities

are not overly positive.

Photo Identif ication and Finqerorintino

t{hiIe the idea of workfare does not directly target welfare

fraud, photo identification cards and fingerprinting do. With the

rapid growth in technology, these neh, approaches become plausible.

59Higgins, Ì'lark, "Volunteer--or else ! New Brunswick sets the
stage for workfare," This t'fasazine, VoL 28(2), August, L994, p. 6.
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Power Vision Data Systems Corporation has designed software.that
produces a photo card with a person's fingerprints and signature

which can be instantly verified.60 Some governments have

introduced photo ID cards for other programs. In Quebec, health

officials have brought forth health care photo fD cards.

Exponents of fingerprinting claim that it would prevent anyone

from collecting assistance from two or more welfare offi."".61 The

actual technology involved is finger-imaging.62 welfare applicants

would place their index fingers on a small box that would scan

their prints and digitally register them in a computer file. If an

applicant attempted to apply at another office. the computer would

match the fingerprints. Fingerprinting welfare recipients bras

first introduced in Los Angeles and two counties in New York in

t992. The two counties in New York deemed the program an

unqualified success, as welfare applications decreased by 5 per

cent and projected savings to be $ 46.2 million if the program hrere

administered state-wide.63 At present, Metro Toronto is looking

at proposals to implement a fingerprinting program in all of its 17

Metro welfare offices.

The idea behind the use of photo ID cards for welfare

60Francis, Diane, "Canada must get smart on welfare-state
fraud," Financial Post, December 30, 1993, p. 11.

6lToughitI, KeIly, "Fingerprint or photo ID urged for aII
Canadians," Toronto Star, February 17, 1994, p. A'3.

62pf,i I ip, Margaret, "Fingerprint plan f or welf are urged, " Globe
and I'faiI, February L6, 1994, p. Ã'6.

63ruia.
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recipients is that it would atso pre,r"rrt people from apptying for
welfare at two different offices within the province. Persons.

applying for welfare would be required to have their photos taken

and would then be issued an photo ID card. All pictures would be

electronically transmitted to every provincial welfare office

within the province. The computer system would be able to compare

one specific picture to thousands of others on fiIe. If a person

attempts to apply at another office, his or her picture would be

matched with the previously taken photo and the second application

would be denied.

WhiIe photo ID cards and fingerprints appear to be effective

alternat ives, there are a few significant problems. First, it is

currentty illegal to force Canadians to provide theÍr fingerprints

if they have never had criminal charges Iaid against them.6{

Therefore. getting welfare recipients to comply with this approach

could be difficult white forcing them to comply wouid be iliegal.

Second, according to Tony Silipo, former Ontario Minister of SociaI

Services, f ingerprint ing i s st igmat izing because many people

associate being fingerprinted with a criminal offence.65 However,

photo ID cards do not appear to carry any stigma: in Manitoba,

automobi le drivers are required to have their photo taken, and

university students are required to have their photo taken for

their ID cards, with IittIe opposition being voiced to these

64Francis, Diane, "Canada must get smart on welfare-state
fraud," Financial Post, December 30, 1993, p. 11.

65roughill, KelIy, "Fingerprint or photo ID urged for alI
Canadians," Toronto Star, February 17, 1994, p. A'3.
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requirements. So it would appear that in l,lanitoba, photo ID is not

seen as objectionable, and could be a legal alternative to

fingerprinting. If used for welfare recipients, they could prove

to be an effective measure against "double-dipping", but again

there is no statistical evidence to suggest that this form of fraud

is a really serious problem of widespread occurrence. In the end,

the cost implementing such technology might be more than the

resulting savings. The use of photo ID cards does appear to be

Iess pejorative than the current anti-fraud measures in Ì'lanitoba,

but it is impossible to state whether it would yield any

significant monetary gain. It would be impractical to implement

such a measure if it hrere to have only negligible financial
benefits.

CONCLUSION

t is quite apparent that the welfare fraud line and the

investigation unit have had a profound effect in the short time

they have been in operation. The main question concerns their

overall impact. According to government sources, they have saved

a significant amount of taxfiayers' money. Others believe that it

is impossible to provide more than a rough guess of how much money

is being saved.66 on balance, some in the current government may

acknowledge some vaguely deplorable effects, but argue that these

are outweighed by the material benefits to the taxpayers. ltelfare

advocates, on the other hand, claim that the human suffering is

66

1( 15 ) ,
"The Multiplier Effect,

September L6, 1.988, p. 27 .

" New Statesman Societv, Vol
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more important than any money saved. For them, the policing

measures represent an attack on the poor people that the system is

supposed to heIp. Overall, it is so difficult to determine whether

one effect outweighs the other, that any evaluation may ultimately
be based on one's ohrn personal ideology.



Chapter Five: CONCLUSION

"Little is known about the amount of fraud, the
effectiveness (and cost-effectiveness) of measures
taken against it, and whether the harm done by
these measures in some areas outweighs the good. "

Transitions, p. 10.

At present, Canada is undergoing some serious re-thinking

about social programs and some major re-structuring of the social

security system. Today, there are increasing concerns that

governments can no Ionger afford to pay for the social programs the

country has built up and maintained for many decades. Governments

find themselves in a difficult situation; the demand for social

programs Ís increasing; yêt, the resources needed to fund these

programs are decreasing. Thus governments have had to make

substantial cuts in social program funding. Social activists

across the country argue that governments are unnecessari Iy

destroying the social safety net in the name of deficit reduction.

The reality now and in the future is that governments are

increasingly concerned with the misuse of social program funds in

an era of reduced spending.

The belief that, in hard economic times, governments must

ensure that social program funding is being used properly, to

assist those most clearly in need, appears to form the basis for

the creation of anti-fraud measures in l'lanitoba. l{hen welfare

fraud and welfare policing are examined more closely, howeverr onê

becomes ahrare that there are many issues involved other than fiscal

responsibitity. In British Columbia, from L970 to 1977, the

creation of anti-fraud measures came about partly in response to

rising h¡elfare costs but partly also because governments were
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attempting to establish or buttress their tegitimacy.l At the time

the welfare fraud line hras established, the Progressive

Conservat ive Government in I'fani toba was trai I ing the Liberals by a

significant margin. The Progressive Conservatives went on to win

the ApriI 25, 1995 election after the fraud Iine had been in

operation for nearly one year. Doug Martindale maintains the fraud

Iine uras created as a public relations tool in order to win

electoral support for the Progressive Conservative Party.2 WhiIe

it is impossible to verify this partisan accusation, unequivocally.

the fact that the fraud line was created just prior to the 1995

election does raise the question of tactical opportunism.

In response, government representatives have maintained that

fiscal considerations brere the determining factor. If so, then the

question remains as to whether the anti-fraud measures have saved

Ì,lanitoba taxpayers' money. To begin wi th, there i s much

disagreement over whether these anti-f raud measures l^Jere necessary.

WhiIe governments argue fraud is rampant, welfare advocates believe

welfare fraud is insignificant and therefore the policing of it is

unnecessary. It is impossible to determine which argument is

correct, because the extent of fraud cannot be precisely

determined. According to Gary Hutton, aII answers are subiective:

the whole concept of fraud depends upon one's
orientation and perspectives of what constitutes

lRachert, John, "l{êIf are Fraud and the State:
1970-1977," University of Calgary, Ì.f .A'. Thesis,

ZInterview, Doug l4artindale, March L, 1995.

British Columbia
1985, p. iii.
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fraud.3

For example, in Saskatchewan, the Department of Social Services

will declare a conìmon-Iaw relationship if investigators observe a

man enter a bJoman's home three or more times in one week, even in

the absence of any other evidence{i whereas, in Manitoba this would

not be considered fraud. The entire issue of welfare fraud thus

tends to become a conundrum where "perception is more important

than reality. "5 In t'lanitoba, the of f icial perception of welfare

fraud is that it is widespread, if not rampant.

Several factors have contributed to this perception. The

current Manitoba government has played a large role in promoting

it, reinforcing public suspicion of endemic welfare fraud through

tendentious or provocative announcements and biilboards. A similar
pattern has been reported in British Columbia.6 The welfare

investigation unit and the welfare fraud phone Iine themselves

foster and reinforce the public's belief that welfare fraud is

widespread. Thus far, however, the l'lanitoba government has never

publicty stated the exact extent of welfare fraud, beyond asserting

that fraud represents a serious drain on the welfare system. One

3Hut ton, Gary,
IIIinois: Charles C.

{l'lorton, Bonnie,
1991, p. 15.

5s.brtini, Enrico, "Welfare Fraud: An Analysis of its Nature,
" University of Guelph, M.A. Thesis. L990,Extent and Determinants,

p. 12.
6Rachert, John, "Wêlfare Fraud and the State: British Columbia

1970-I977,* University of CaIgary, M.A. Thesis, 1985, p. 16.

Welfare Fraud Tnvest ioat ion (Springfield,
Thomas, 1985), p. 23.

"PoIicing the Poor, " Briarpatch, October,
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result is that the public takes on a belief based more on

supposition than fact. If fact r^rere the basis, the government's

obrn study into the issue of welfare fraud, which found a fraud rate

of less than one percent, would oblige one to believe that welfare

fraud is actually less prevalent than previously imagined.

Another factor that has probably exaggerated the estimates of

welfare fraud is the public confusion as to what exactly

constitutes fraud. There is a tendency within the public to equate

welfare abuse with welfare fraud.T Whereas welfare fraud involves

a deliberate attempt to defraud the government, abuse can be

defined as:

" the improper ut i l izat ion of a programr t i t l
usually refers to situations in which benefits
are obtained or used in brays which are not
intended by those administering the programs.
but which are not specifically prohibited by
Iaw or regulation. "ü

l{hen welfare abuse and welfare fraud are seen as indistinguishable,

the rate of welfare fraud becomes artificially inflated. Thus, in

the eyes of the public, welfare fraud can Ínclude the simple

collection of welfare assistance without searching for employment.

The media in l'lanitoba have also contributed to the perception

that welfare fraud is a more significant problem than it perhaps

is. The media first and foremost have a direct commercial

relationship with their consumers and therefore cannot stray too

Trnterview, Twi I

SHut torr, Gary,
IIlinois: Charles C.

la l,facDonaId, March 19, 1995.

I{elfare Fraud Investiqation
Thomas, 1985), p. 23.

(SpringfieId,
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far from the general consensus, or prejudice, of the co¡nmunity.9

Catering to suspicious readers, sensational reports may seem to

confirm negrative myths and stereotypes that the public already has

regarding welfare.l0 The media produce sensational stories about

welfare fraud because these stories are directed at the emotions of

the average reader and therefore "seIl" better than a balanced

informative analysis of the truly complex cause of poverty.ll

Sensationalist reports about welfare fraud in conjunction with a

Iack of information on the true nature of the issue can lead the

average person into believing that welfare fraud is so rampant that

more rigorous and stringent measures are urgently needed.

While great attention has been given to the elimination of

welfare fraud, Iittle has been directed towards the causes of

fraud. The l"lanitoba government feels that social assistance

benefits are adequate for meeting the basic necessities of food,

clothing and shelter as required by the Canada Assistance Plan.

The belief that benefit IeveIs are adequate often contributes to

the perception that the rate of welfare fraud is extremeiy high.12

l{elfare fraud, by definition, involves the deliberate Íntent to

defraud, but what must also be understood are the circumstances

9l'I.tional Counci I of ïlelf are, The Press and the Poor (Ottawa:
National Council of Welfare, 1973), Report, p. 5.

lorbid. , p. 23 .

lltbid., p. 11.

12s.b"tini, Enrico, "t{elfare Fraud: An Analysis of its Nature,
Extent and Determinants, " University of Guelph, ld.A. Thesis, 1990,
p. 8.
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shaping the intent. As previously shown, social assistance IeveIs

Ín I'fanitoba remain at approximately half of the poverty Iine,

otherwise known as the Low Income I'feasure, calculated by Statistics

Canada, which is set at 50 per cent of median family income.13

However, the Manitoba government argues that welfare recipients are

assured the basic requirements of food, clothing and shelter, and

so are committing fraud for no other reason than greed. According

to Enrico Sabatini, money obtained through welfare fraud is usually

spent on items such as school supplies, tools, and birthday and

Christmas presents.14 In l"fanitoba, many recipients who def raud the

system may be using the money for either basic necessities or for

smaller items to make the lives of their children more equitable

and less deprived, in comparison with other children, so they are

not shamed at school or in the playground.

Whi Ie the government argues that recipients have adequate

benefits, the increasing use of food banks by welfare recipients

tends to refute, or at Ieast bring into question, this official

claim. In l'larch , L992, t7 126 people hrere using f ood banks in

Manitoba. By l'1arch, 1993, this number almost doubled to 32 767 , of

whom 82.5 per cent were said to be welfare recipients.15

l3coIlins, Jerry, "wêlfare advocates' fraud," British Columbia
Report, Vol 5(33), Aprit i8, 1994, p. 10.

l4s.b"tÍni, Enrico, "WeIfare Fraud: An Analysis of its Nature,
Extent and Determinants," University of Gueiph, M.A. Thesis, 1990,
p. 76.

i5M"nitoba, Lecrislative Debates, Vol xLII, No. 50, Apri I 27,
1993, p. 2L71
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Inadequacy of benefits has been cited as the major reason elsewhere

for food bank u"..16 The same is very tikety in Manitoba. The

belief that inadequacy of benefits is a primary reason for food

bank use is further supported by a 1984 study which found that food

banks encounter the heaviest demand period at the end of each month

when welfare cheques hrere exhausted.lT

While it is impossible to determine conclusively the extent of

welfare fraud, the government. the media and the vague pubiic

suspicion have fostered the notion that it is rampant. It is

simple misinformation when government officials and the media

promote this belief as if it urere a clearly proven fact. Of the

few studies that have been conducted on welfare fraud, the majority

do not support the fear that welfare fraud is so serious a problem

that it threatens the integrity of the welfare system. What is

forgotten in the search for fraud is that poverty is an important

factor. According to the 1988 Ontario Social Assistance Review

Committee:

"as Iong as benefits are inadequate, recipients
wi I I þe tempted to cheat in whatever way they
can. "lü

the Manitoba government justifies its creation of welfare policÍng

measures on the basis that it has saved taxpayers' moneyi however,

l6ni"h"r, Graham, "Feeding Canada's Poor: The Rise of the Food
Banks and the Collapse of the Public Safety Net," The Canadian
Welfare State: Evolution and Transition, Jacgueline S. Ismael, ed.
(Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1987), p. 137.

17rbid., p. 139.

l8ontario, Social Assistance Review Committee, Transitions,
Report, 1988, p. 384.
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the reality is that Manitoba taxpayers scarcely benefit from

extensive welfare policing. First and foremost, the money saved

through welfare policing is insignificant when put in context. Two

to three million dollars saved through the investigation unit and

the fraud line represent roughly one per cent of the total social

assistance payments made in L992-1993. It is possible that more

money is saved through the fai lure of recipients to claim their
maximum benefits aIlowabIe.lg The 1988-1989 audit of Alberta

welfare recipients found that 17 per cent of the cases audited uJere

underpaid.20

The l'lani toba government just i f ies the amount saved as

significant in that any amount saved in hard economic times is
important.2i If its concerns iie in being fiscally responsible,

however, then iiiegal tax evasion may well represent more of a

problem than welfare fraud. Studies estimate income tax fraud in

Canada might be as high as 25 per cent, costing taxpayers hundreds

of millions of dollars annually. Tn L994, the lfanitoba government

wrote off approximately $ 1.3 million in provincial retail sales

tax that had been collected by corporations and smalI businesses

but had not been turned over to the province.22 Deputy Finance

l9-, "The Mult ipl ier Ef f ect , " New Statesman Society, Vol
1(15), September L6, 1988, p. 27.

z0Braungart, Susan, "I{êlfare
Herald, November 9, 1989, p. 81.

2ltnterviehr, Dan Haughey, t'fay

zzKru"g"r, Alice, "Province
Press, July 25, 1995, p. 81.

cheats feel squeezê," Calqarv

2, 1995.

stiffed again, " Winnipeo Free
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Minister, Charlie Curtis, defended the write-offs by stating that

the amount represents less than one per cent of the total $ 660

million collected in sales tax in Lgg4.23 Some serious questions

are raised when the government deems a hrelfare fraud rate of even

two per cent of the SAP budget as significant, yet dismisses retail

sales tax evasion in I'lanitoba, which represents a financial Ioss

almost equal to the reported savings from welfare policing, âs

insignificant due to its low percentage.

Inherent in any social programs are intended and unintended

consequences. å,n excIu"r,r" preoccupation with the intended

consequences of a program can Iead one to unduly favourable

conclusions.2{ The current government bases its evaluation on the

intended consequences, namely, saving taxpayer's money through the

detection of fraud. Therefore, since the anti-fraud measures have

saved money, the government reaches a favourable conclusion

regarding them. What is perhaps missing in its evaluation is

sufficient awareness of any unintended negative consequences these

measures have had.

It is important to recognize that these measures may have

exacted a social cost which could outweigh any financial savings.

ft has been argued in the previous chapter that welfare poiicing in

t"fanitoba has resulted in honest welfare recipients becoming

frightened, isolated and fearful of one another. Intrusive

23rbid.

24Armi tage,
I'fcCleiland and

Andrew, SociaI Welfare in Canada (Toronto:
Stewart Ltd., 1988), p. 237.
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survei I lance represents a violat ion of their basic rights to

dignity and privacy. It can lead to cruel or brutal harassment of

hromen. For some welfare recipients, however, there is little
government intrusion into their Iives from one year to the next as

their circumstances do not change sufficiently to require further

intrusion. For these recipients, welfare policing might not create

any additional stress. AIso, stress levels may vary depending on

the individual. lÍhat is stressful for one person may not be for

another.

Whi le pol. icing may have a direct social impact . i t might also

have an indirect social impact. In a recent study of single

mothers on welfare in Ontario. it was found that single mothers who

are under a great deal of stress and suffering from depression are

more likely to use more costly medical services, such as hospital

emergency facitities, than Iess expensive alternatÍves.25 Also,

single mothers on welfare who suffer from depression are more

likely to have children who suffer from depression.26 For some

recipients. the negat ive effects of welfare pol icing might

contribute to extensive emotional problems, requiring even more

money for costly rehabilitation programs. Reductions in welfare

spending could conceivably Iead to higher costs f or I'fedicare.

However, there is no solid connection between welfare policingi,

25cop"land, Brenda, "When the Bough Breaks...Resilient and
Vulnerable FamiIies; Resourceful Servicêsr" paper presented at the
seventh conference on canadian social welfare PoIicy' vancouver'
British Columbia, June 25-28, 1995.

26rbid.
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stress and traumatic depression.

The creation of welfare policing also has ramifications for

the entire welfare system in I'fanitoba. There are inherent

conflicts and difficulties in reconciling the need for anti-fraud

measures with the obligation to deal quickly and sympathetically

with social assistance claims.27 The creation of the investigation

unit and the phone line shifted the welfare system in Manitoba into

a defensive mode. As a result, the goal of providing help to those

in dire need is blurred and caseworkers have diverted some of their

energy and attention from total service delivery to additional

efforts aimed at detecting alleged fraud. For honest recipients,

this distraction may result in Iess attention paid to their needs

and more concern with the legitimacy of their family behaviour.

Rationale Behind tÍelfare Policina in Manitoba

"There's a mighty big difference between good,
sound reasons and reasons that sound good. "

Burton Hillis

Every government has a stake in maintaining the integrity

of its welfare system. Voters base a large portion of their

opinions of the welfare system on the perceived integrity of the

system. Without public support for the welfare system, governments

would find it even more difficult than it already is to defend

public spending in this area. Ì{hiIe this reasoning sounds good,

however, many authors believe there are other motives impelling the

Z7Barker, Christine,"social Security Abuse,
24(2), August, 1990, p.

Paut l{atchman and Jeremy Rowan-Robertson,
" SociaI Policv and Administration, VoI
105.
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drive to eradicate hrelfare fraud.

Anti-fraud measures represent a move back to the early Poor

Laws. The slogan, "help those who need it the most", implies that

some welfare recipients are deserving while others are undeserving.

Combined with the fact that anti-fraud measures reinforce the

belief that welfare fraud is rampant, the result is that the public

begins to believe that the majority of welfare recipients are

undeserving. The resulting stigma creates within the general

public, and some recipients themselves, the notion that recipients

are second-class citizens, responsible for their own degradation.

This vicious circle of blame provides specious justification for
governments to undermine the fragi le social rights of welfare

recipients.2S According to Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward,

the current attack on the poor is part of a çreneral, concerted war

against aI I social spendit g.29

Uhat governments can gain from discrediting the poor is less

opposition to, and more enthusiasm fot, further cuts in welfare

spending. Both l'lanitoba Family Services Critics agree that anti-

f raud measures were introduced in t'lani toba so the current

government could reduce benefits and the Department of Family

Services' budget. Stigmatized welfare recipients come to accept

?SArmitage, Andrew, Social Welfare in Canada (Toronto:
I'lcCIel land and Stewart ttd. , 1988 ) , pp. 49-50.

29piven, Frances Fox and Richard Cloward, "The Historical
Sources of the Contemporary Relief Debate," The l'lean Season: the
Àttack on the Welfare State, Block, Fred, Richard Cloward, Barbara
Ehrenreich and Frances Fox Piven, eds. (New York: Pantheon Books,
t9B7), p. 39.
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their abuse as something deserved, if not by themselves, then at

least by other, presumably crooked, recipients.30 Thus they'are

consigned to a Hobbesian state where conflict and distrust make

civi I, orderly, cooperative survival extremely difficult.

Desperate protest against this bteak existence is not unthinkable.

According to Piven and Cloward:

"the pohrerless can gain pohrer, or at least
challenge social inequalities only through
mass insurgency. *Jl

OnIy through unity can the welfare community fend off any attacks

upon the welfare system in Þfanitoba. The anti-fraud measures

create a disunity within the welfare community that enables the

current government to proceed with further program cuts unopposed.

Through the denial that poverty is a cause of welfare fraud,

the current government shifts the blame for fraud onto the victims,

namely the welfare recipients. One effect of blaming victims for

their misfortune in this way is that the public views them as less

competent, Iess knowledgable and less human.32 Blaming the victim

can Iead to a harsh justification of any mistreatment of the

victim.33 Thus the government gains not only by dividing the

welfare community, but also by discrediting any possible sympathy

SOArmitage, Andrehl, SociaI welfare in Canada (Toronto:
t"lcCleIiand and Stewart ttd., 1988), p. 49.

3lPin"n, Frances Fox and Richard CIoward.
I'fovement s : Whv Thev Succeed , How Thev Fa i I ( New
Books, L977), p. 7.

32Ry"n, I{i I I iam, Blamins the Vi ct im ( New York :

!976), pp. 9-10

33rbi d.

Poor People's
York: Pantheon

Vintage Books,
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that some members of the public may have for recipients of welfare.
While critics might argue that these anti-fraud measures do

not necessarily mean the government is planning to cut welfare

spending, the adverse publicity likely contributed to the lack of
public protest when the government refused to increase assistance

rates for two years after January L, 1993. rndeed, there exists
the unpleasant possibility that these measures were instituted to

help cut welfare spending, regardless of recipient need or honesty,

in the future. The current government has made it clear that

balancing the budget is its main priority, and that social programs

wiil have to be cut. To keep their cost down, social programs are

pitted against each other.3{ Therefore, welfare is played against

other social programs, such as l'ledicare or pensions for seniors.

If the pubtic is Ied to believe that welfare recipients are

defrauding the system and are undeserving, the pubtic may become

more inclined, when threatened with social program cuts, to reduce

welfare spending rather than pensions or Medicare. Lois Bryson

suggests there is a "general attempt" across North America in this
direction:

"hlaning enthusiasm for state weIfare has been
part of a more genera] attempt to red.uce
government act ivi ty. 'Jl

Anti-fraud measures are also a way to reduce the number of

3{l,fo"o"ovi tch, Al lan and GIenn Drover, "social Expendi tures and
the Welfare State: The Canadian Experience in Historical
Perspective, " The Benevolent State, Ðenis Guest, ed. (Toronto:
Garamond Press, L987), p. 31.

35B.y"on, Lois, I{elfare and the State: l{ho Benef its? (New York:
St. Martin's Press, L992), p. L7..
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people on welfare in Manitoba. fn their book, Recrulatinq the Poor,

Piven and Cloward argue that welfare has served as an effective way

of manipulating the poor and forcing them into low-income and

menial employment.36 one effect of these welfare fraud policing
measures has been to make welfare an unattractive alternative to

work, even low-paying employment. For some on welfare, the stigma

and harassment brought about by these measures have forced them off
welfare into jobs that pay less than welfare does.

According to GiIder, author of Wealth and Povertv, generous

welfare rates in the United States have ied many poor people to

refuse Iow-wage employment.3T The introduction of the anti-fraud
measures in Manitoba allows the government, not only the ability to

reduce rates in the future, but also to reduce rates through

overpayment reductions in a recipient's benefits. Thus, some

welfare recipients are finding their benefits further reduced which

makes low-wage labour a more attractive alternative. Recipients

who do decide to leave welfare for low-paying jobs become the

working poor, hoh¡ever, and the issue of perpetual poverty for some

citizens, amid general affluence, still remains unresolved. GiIder

suggests that poverty is necessary for welfare recipients to
"succeed":

In order to succeed, the poor need most of alI

36Pi,r"n, Frances Fox and
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1

37¡,ti rhrr, Ramesh, The

Richard Cloward, Requlatinq the Poor
97I), p. 35.

Welfare State in Crisis (London:
Wheatsheaf Books, 1984), p. 33.
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the spur of their poverty.3S

If this hrere true, welfare would of course be unnecessary, and alI
poverty would long since have led to "success".

Summary

The issue of welfare fraud and welfare policing has been

extremely controversial in I'fanitoba. The current government and

welfare advocates disagree over the need for and the impact of the

anti-fraud measures. In the final analysis, however, it appears

that extensive welfare fraud policing is not necessary. ïÍhiIe it
is impossible to determine the extent of fraud, the only statistic
available in Ì'lanitoba reveals welfare fraud to be so minor as to be

almost insignif icant. l{hat is important, with regard to welf are

fraud, is reality, not perception. One cannot introduce such

potentially harmful measures based on an unproven perception of

widespread fraud. While the public might feel these anti-fraud

measures are necessary, the average person has little conception of

what is legal and what is not.

?Iith regard to the actual policing measures, it is apparent

that the welfare fraud Iine is unnecessary and detrimental to the

Iives of the people the welfare system bras designed to help. The

negative impact it can possibly have on the lives of welfare

recipients and their children outweighs the estimated financial

savings. If financial considerations urere the only driving force

behind such measures, then taxpayers brould be better served through

a fairer tax system and greater scrutiny given to tax evasion.

38rbid.
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However, the investigation unit should remain. WhiIe this

author cannot condemn fraud, he cannot condone it either. The

investigation unit is necessary to maintain the system's integrity

and prevent the future growth oÍ. fraud. Hutton argues that

investigators must be able to investigate cases thoroughly in order

to be able to detect fraud.39 But this should not override or

violate the basic human rights everyone is entitled to. The

investigation unit has to act with respect for'the basic human

rights constitutionally provided for aIl Manitobans, rich and poor

aIike. As it stands, the investigation unit carries out its

mandate in almost complete secrecy, without anyone knowing the true

extent of its investigations. A more open unit is required., with

clearly established guidelines, that ensure the dignity and privacy

of recipients, whi le st i I I enabl ing the unit to conduct

investigations. Less intrusive methods. such as computer matching,

have been successful and are not as degrading as the fraud Iine.

llelfare fraud policing has become a trend in recent years.

WhiIe much attention is paid to the financial aspects, hovrever,

Iittle is paid to the human cost. It appears that governments and

society, in an era of economic hardship, are losing their

compassion towards the poor. It must be remembered that society Ís

only as strong as its weakest link. If Manitoba society is to move

forth into the Twenty-first century, vIê must not forget the people

that need our help to make it there.

39ttr-,t ton, cary,
Itlinois: Charles C.

I{elfare Fraud Investisation
Thomas, 1985 ) , p. 42.

(Springfield,
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Appendix C. Position Description: Manaqer of Investiqation
and Recoverv Unit

1. Position Summary: '

Under the direction of the Director of Program Development and
Support, the l{anager is accountable for: the direction and
development of the Divi6ion's fnvestigation and Recovery Unlt; the
development and implementatfon of information exchange agreements
wlth other departments and levels of government as well as non-
government agencies¡ program direction of the Verification Unit¡
security of the Social Allowances Management Information Network at
the user level ¡ and providing advice and guidance on fraud related
matters to other areas in the Department.

2. Position Duties and Responsibilities:

The lr[anager is responsible for:

Directing the Investigation and Recovery Unit and Verification Unit
through:

-developing goals and objectlves for the Unit
the Divisional strategic PIan;

-developing and reviewing operating guidelines for
verification and investigative activities undertaken at all
levels !n the Division to ensure they are consistent with
legal requirements, Program legislation, the Charter of
Rights, as well as provlncial and federal statutes;

-eniuring resources are available and utilized effectively
within government guidelines;

-developing the skill and knowledge level of staff in relation
to fraud lãw and relevant sections of the Criminal Code, the
Sociat Allobrances Act, Charter of Rights, and rules governing
evidence;

-ensuring that alt lnvestigatlons are carried out within the
parametérs of statutory law and department policy' and that
ãctlons taken by lnvestigators do not reflect on the
Department in a negative manner;

-reviewlng all completed fraud casesi
-providiné on the Job training to the investlgators and the
Verif icat lon Unlt ;

-ensuring suitable management reports are developed'
maintaiñed and provided to the Director of Program
Development and Support in a timely manner;

-contributlng to the Divislon's planning proceÊst
-preparing briefing notes for submission to the llinister on

broóram óontrol activities and specific investigations as
requi red .

Supervislng the work of
through:

702

consistent with

the Investigation and Recovery Unit



-assigning work and ensuring the
structured to support the goals
Divi s ion;

-ensuring the investlgators are
investigations in a manner that
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unit is efficiently
and objectives of the

planning and organizlng
results in a high degree of

product ivi ty;
-directing subordinates in the lmplementatlon of revlsed or

neb, procedures;
-supervising work in progress.

Ensuring maximum use of computer technology is used in detecting
and preventing abuse through electronlc lnterface with related
programs and systems by,

-identifying sources of information whlch may provide
increased control measures for the Social Al lowances Program.

Developing, implement ing and maintaining special
agreement s/contracts wi th re lated f ederal, provinc ia I and muni c ipal
programs which wilt allow for electronlc cross-referenclng of
Program data by:

-preparing a submission itlustrating the feasibility,
potential application of the information to be obtained, and
an estimate of cost effectiveness;

-negotiating with representatives of related municipal,
provincial and federal programs and systems, âs well as non-
government agencies to develop information sharing
arrangements;

-drafting actual agreements, memorandums of understanding, or
letters which are to be signed by representatives from each
government;

-consulting with Information Systems in the development and
application of the information exchange;

-developing implementation strategy and procedures to be
foltowed by the field operations;

-developing a mechanism for reviewing the lnformatlon and
assessing lts value and tracking the savlngs accrued, âs a
result of the agreement.

Ensurlng areas of the Social Allowances Program subJect to abuse
are identif ied through3

-in-depth audits to verify the accuracy of the reported
circumstances of individual cases i

-topical audits on selected characterlstics of the Soclal
Allowances Program and caseload;

-systematlc cross-referencing of Soclal Allowances Program
caseload data with that of related programst

-contact with and lnterviewing employers, other agencies or
clients to obtain information or to verify client data;

-analysis of the results of the Verification Unit's
activities.
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Identifying and recommending policy ind procedural measures for
enhancing control of the Social Àllowances Program by:

-developing and maintaining a system for recording and
summarizLng the results of audits and thelr financial
impact;

-assessing and evaluating the results of the audits;
-documenting trends and patterns related to fraudr êrror or
abuse of the system;

-lnvestigating and reviewing program policles, procedures and
lnitiatives in place in other regions;

-developing recommendations to improve Program control;
-preparing clear and well organized reports sum¡narlzing
audits, their outcomes and recommendations for lmprovements.

Determlning the course of action to be followed ln investigations
which are complex and serious in nature in that they involve large
sums of money, collusion with others, other enforcement agencies or
other cities and provinces.

Liaising with others such as those tisted below for the purpose of
specific investigations and the development of formal information
sharlng arrangements:

-Government Departnents such as Revenue Canada, llealth and
l{elfare Canada, Department of }lighways (Manitoba), Consumer
Af fairs (l'tanitoba);

-External agencies such as l{orkers Compensation Board,
Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation, City of t{lnnlpeg
Health Department;

-Directors and Managers of other investigative units; and
-Crown Attorneys.

Actlng as a consultant to the Department by,
-determining the appropriate course of action to be taken in
investigations and where required, managing the
invest igat ion;

-providing fraud ahtareness tralning and seminars to
invest,igators, program managers and staff.

3. Supervi6ory Responsibi tities:
Number of people directly supervised.....5.

The following 6upervisory responsibilities are performed:
-review all completed fraud cases for accuracy of content and
conststency of evldence.

-establish work prlorities and schedules.
-allocate staff to meet long-term work requirements.
-establish quality and quantity standards.
-allocate staff to meet short-term fluctuatlons in work.
-assign work to ensure continuity of work flow.
-discuss employees' work performance with subordinate
supervisors.
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-formally appraise employees' performance and discuss
appraisal htith them.

-fóimatly recommend disciplinary action if required.
-lntervie!{ employees with attendance or performance
ProbIems.

-interview and select candidates for vacant positions in
the unit.

4. Machlnes and equipment:

tist major tools, equipment or machines used in the work, and the
' percentage of time spent using them.

computer (l,1ain Frame) 30 t catcul.ator 5 t
, com-puter (P.c. ) 50 t Photocopier 5 t

Telephone 10 *

I

Source: I,lanitoba, CiviI Service Commission, Position Descriptlon'
I ¡une 30, 1993.
l

:

i

i

:
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Appendix D. Position Description: Investioative Soecialist

1. Position Summary:

Under the directlon of the Manager of fnvestlgation and
Recovery, the incumbent identifies areas of the Social Allowances
Program which are subject to abuse through in-depth audits of cases
and make6 reco¡nmendations which would enhance Program control. the
incumbent also establlshes and maintalns electronic lnterface with
relatedprograms and systems and acts as a consultant to all SociaI
Allowances Program offices. In the absence of the l{anaÇ€rr Etaff
of the Investigatlon Unit witt report to the incumbent.

2. Position Dutles and Responsibilities:

The incumbent identifies areas of
subject to abuse by:

the Social Al lowances Program

cases i
-undertaking topical audits on selected characteristics of the
Social Allowances Program and caseload;

-systematically cross-referencing Soclal Allowances Program
caseload data with that of related programst

-contacting and interviewing employers, other agencies or
clients themselves to obtain relevant additlonal information
or to verify client file data;

-maintaining accurate, concise and well-documented case file
records, and preparlng clear and well-organized reports, as
required.

The incumbent part lcipates in developing recommendat ions for
enhancing control of the Social Allowances Program by:

-developfng and maintaining a system for recording and
summarizing the resutts of audits and their financial impact;

-assessing ànd evaluatlng the results of the audits¡
-documenting trends and patterns related to fraud, error or
abuse of the sYstem;

-lnvestigating and reviewing program pollcles, procedures and
lntttatives in place ln other regionsi

-preparing clear and well-organlzed reports summarizing
áudlts, their outcomes and recommendations for improvements.

The incumbent develops and maintains electronlc interface with
related programs and systems bYt

-tiáising at the staff level with related municipal,
provincial and federal programs and systems such as the City
ót Winnipeg Social Services, Vitat Statistics and
Unemployment Insurance ;

-developing and lmplement ing special
related programs and systems which
cross-referencing of Program data;

-undertaking direct, independent, in-depth
the accuracy of the reported circumstances

audlts to verify
of individual

agreement s/contract s wf th
wlII allow for electronic
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-developing and implementing electronic interface systems
with related programs and systems.

The lncumbent prepares court cases related to fraud and abuse of
the system for the Crown attorney by:

conducting investigations into cases and collecting
evidence;

-conductlng complex, speclal or sensitive investigations¡
-investigating allegations of employee misconduct upon
request f rom Senlor llanagement ¡

-preparing factual and concise Alleged Fraud Summary Reports,
court briefs and other related documentation;

-6brearing and sunmonsing;
' -giving evidence in court hearlngs

The incumbent acts as a consultant to all district offices of the
Social Allowances Program on prelimlnary investigative techniques
and on less complex cases.

:

Performs other retated dutles as assigned.

r 3. Supervisory Responsibitities:
l

, f¡umber of people directly supervised.. 2-4*
i *InvestÍóative Unit staff will report to the incumbent in the
i absence of the llanager.
l

4. Machines and Equipment:

List major tools, equipment or machines used in work, and the
p"tcentage of time spent using them.

, Social Allowances lÍanagement Information Network 50 t

Source: I'lanitoba, CiviI Service Commission, Position Description,
June 30, 1994.
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Appendix E. Position Description¡ Investiqator
1. Position Summary:

Reporting to the Manager, Investigatfons/Recoveries, the
investigator provides specialized investigative services to the
Social Allowances Program by investtgating cases of suspected abuse
of the program, with a view to prosecution through either the
criminal or civil courts. The lncumbent will take the lead in
complex investigations to determine client eligibility, âod if
crimlnal or clvll actlon is warranted. The lncumbent ldentifies
deficiencies in legislation, Þolicy, procedure, 6ystems, and
processêsr and provldes recommendatlons to prevent or llmit abuse.
Liaison and co-ordination with other enforcement agencies are an
lntegral requlrement of thlE posltion.

2. Position Duties and ResponsibilÍties:

Conduct preliminary revlew of cases of alleged Social Allowances
abuse to determine if further investigation is warranted and to
assess the potentiat for prosecution, or overpayment collection.
This requires the incumbent to:

-obtaln and examlne documents, statements and other forms of
evidence expressed in connectlon with a case to establish
relationships between the individuals, eligibitity and/or
ent it lement ì

-review, extract, document, and summarLze televant lnformation
from the applicable departmental program file;

-contact and intervieh, clients, Iandlords, employers,
departmental staff, and any other individuals who may provide
relevant informatlon;

-contact federal, provincial and municipal government
departments, such as Employment and fmmigration Canada,
Veterans Affafrs, Health and ?Íelfare Canada, Better Business
Bureau, Social Services Departments, Poltce Departments,
Utility companies, Licensing and Taxation Departments, etc.
which may provide relevant lnformatlon;

-contact financial lnstitutions such as banks, credit unions,
mortgage companies,, finance companies and any other
mercantile corporations which may provide relevant
lnformat ion;

-contact internatlonal flnancial and government agencles such
as lfar Pensions, Social Security Pensions, etc. whlch may
provide relevant lnformation;

-contact any other agencies or individuals who may provlde
relevant information.

Formulate an lnvest lgat ive
investigative plan.

strategy and prepare a wrltten

Carry out a thorough investigation of the allegatlon. This
requlres the incumbent to:
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-conduct interviews and obtain statements, affidavits, and
applicable evidence from independent third party witnesses,
departmental staff , other government agencies, accredlted
lnvestlgative agencies, federal and munlclpal pollce forces,
and any other source, confidential or publlc as may be
requl red;

-intervlew suspects and obtain warned statements, and other
documentary evidence sultable for presentation in a court of
Iaw or quasi-Judicial hearing;

-liaise with Crown prosecutors, Department of Justice, with
respect to crimlnal or clvil actlon;

-develop grounds and lnformation to obtaln search warrants to
gather evidence as may be requlred for Court presentatlon.
io prepare "Information to Obtain a Search Ìlarrant" and
"Warrañt to Search", appear before a Justice to shrear the
information, execute the warrant, prepare a 'Report to a
,Iustice", âDd make the report to the Justice. il{ust be f ully
aware of "Plain View Doctrine" as h¡ell as Sections 7 and I of
the Charter of Rights (life, llberty and security of person
and the right to be secure against unreasonable search or
seizure). lrlust have knowledge of warrantless search or
seizure and when grounds exist for same. I

-uti Lize professional lnvestigative techniques and resources
as presciibed by law and policv to complete investigations.

Analyze investigation results bY:
-a criticai review of lnformation and evidence obtained;
-application of Program Policies and Regulations_to determine
wt¡át of fence has occurred, Lf' âDY, and what additional
evidence is required to prove the offence;

-revlewing relevant criminal , civi I , and appl icable case Iaw¡
-consultaIion with Crown prosecutors, civll law branch, and/or
appropriate departmental personnêI .

Determine if sufficient evidence exists to support a charge under
the Social Allowances Act or the Crlminal Code and proceed to
prepare the investigative file for submission to the Crown Attorney
ior authorization to lay charges by:

-submlsslon of prelcribed formatted investigatlve report of
findings and rècommendations to the Manager of
Investigations/Recoverles for approval, 1.ê. allegation
unfoundéd, file closure, insufficient evidence to prosecute,
establishment of overpayment, recommendation of recovery
action, OE recommendation to proceed with prosecution;

-preparation of detailed worksheets, 1f requlred, to record
änd-graphically illustrate to the court chronological and/or
monetary elements lnvolved ln the fraud;

-compile alt relevant program material and, if applicable'
harä copy materials, statements, af.fidavits, declarations,
warned sùatements, records of exhibits' witness lists'
investigatlve reports, brief of evidence, compiled and
maintaiñed in compliance with a pre6cribed poticy and
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format; '
-obtain and maintain, in accordance with legal requlrements,
exhibits obtained during the course of the investigation;

-preparation of court brlef of evidence, together with a
reconìmendation to the Crown Attorney as to the appropriate
charge based on the evidence, i.e. Crimlnal Code or Social
Al lowances Act.

Submit the complete investlgatlve report to the office of the Crown
Attorney and support the Crown Attorney as required.

-1f prosecution under the Soclal A,llowances Àct is authorlzed
by the Crown Attorney, the incumbent will E$Jear an
fnformation for charges, obtain and serve Summons, obtaln and

serve Subpoenas, assist Crown prosecutors at their request,
1.ê., interviewing prosecution witness prlor to court and
advising them of program policies and regulations, attend
all necessary court appearances, and appear as a witness to
present evidence at Provincial and Queen's Bench Court;

-if prosecution under the Crimfnal Code ls authorlzed, then
the incumbent will submit the investigative report to the
appropriate police agency for the arrest of the cllent and
the laying of charges. The investigator will work with
police if necessary, and will provide any assistance to them
as required.

Other duties performed to enhance the professionalism,
effectiveness, and efficiency of the Fraud Investigation Unit:

-ensure that all investigations processed through the court
system are concluded and reported on, in accordance with
policy and procedure;

-maintain current knowledge of the Departmental program
policies, regulations, systems, and procedures;

-maintain current knowledge of the applicable criminal and
clvil judgements and decisions¡

-undertake training as required to maintain a current
knowledge of investigative technlques, procedures, functions,
and legal requirements;

' -developr lttâtntaln, and liaise with varied Êources of
tnformation lncluding: other accredited professlonal
lnvestigatlve agenciés, federal and provinclal, federal and
municipal pollce forces, departmental staff at all levels,
other government departments, f inanclal lnst ltutions, clvic
officlals and private individuals;

-act as a regource for departmental employees by provlding
information from other sources, i.e. Health and I{elfare
Canada, Canada Penslon Plan, Revenue Canada;

-represent the department as a witness and present evidence at
apleals to the Social Services Advi6ory Board as requlred¡

-facilitate exchange of lnformation with authorized agencies
1.e. other provlncial SociaI Services agencies¡
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-carry out supplemental services, studies, reviebrs as well as
administrative functlons related to Job dutles as may be
directed by the ManaÇêrr Investigations/Recoveries.

4. Machines and Equipment:

List major tools, eguipment or machines used in work.

Computer program SAttIN, Computer program PAS, I{ord Perfect, üsüâl
office equipment calculator, telephone, mlcro fiche viewer,
photocopier, facsimile machine, etc.

Source:l.fanitoba,CivilServiceCommission,,
December 22, 1993.
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Àppendix F Weifare Inco¡-res by Pror¡i:lce 199i

Total \ü/elfa¡e

Income as 7o of

NEWFOT,INDLAND

Single Employable

Disabled Person

Single Parent, One Child

, Two Children

4,522

8,541

12,986

14,825

13,572

13,572

18,398

26,922

-9,050

-5,031

-5,412

-12,097

33%

63Vo

7t%

55Vo

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

Single Ernployable

Disabled Person

Singte Palent, One Child

8,180

9,294

12,773

l9,l l0

13,259

13,259

17,973

26,302

-5,079

-3,965

-5,200

-7,192

62Vo

707o

TLVo

73%

NOVA SCOTIA

Single Employable

Disabled Person

Single Parent, One Child

6,100

8,637

12,080

15,l I I

13,572

13,572

18,398

26,922

-7,472

4,935

-6,318

-l1,811

45Vo

64%

66%

s6%

NE1V BRT'NS\ryICK

Single Employable

Disabled Person

Singte Parent, One Child

Two Children

3,256

8,238

10,150

12,l5l

13,572

13,572

18,398

26,922

,10,316

-5,334

-8,248

-14,771

24%

6L%

55%

45Vo

OT]EBEC

Single Employable

Disabled Person

Single Parent, One Child

6,316

8,164

12,607

16,251

15,452

15,452

20,945

30,655

-9,136

-7,288

-8,338

-14,4M

4t%

53Vo

60Vo

53%
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Total
Income

Poverty
Line

Poverty
Gap

Total rùÍelfare

Income as % of
Poverty Line

ONTARIO

Single Employable

Disabled Person

Single Parent, One Child

Couple, T\ro Children

8,527

ll,'725

16,790

22,334

15,452

15,452

20,945

30,655

-6,925

-3,727

-4,156

-8,321

557o

76Vo

80%

737o

MANTNOBA

Single Employable

Disabled Person

Single Parent, One Child

Couple, T\vo Children

7,236

8,257

I1,386

19,410

15,452

15,452

20,945

30,655

-8,2t6

-7,195

-9,559

-Ll,245

47Vo

s3%

54%

63Vo

SASKATCHEWAN

Sinlte Ernployable

Disabled Person 
'

Single Parent, One Child

Couple, T\po Children

5,956

8,512

12,093

17,382

13,572

13,572

18,398

26,922

-7,616

-5,060

-6,305

-9,540

44%

63Vo

66Vo

65%

ALBERTA

Single Employable

Disabled Person

Single Parent, One Child

Couole. T\vo Children

5,608

6,783

11,281

t8,122

15,452

15,452

20,945

30.655

-9,844

-8,669

-9,6&

-12,533

36Vo

4%
54To

597o

BRITTSE COLT]MBIA

Single Employable

Disabled Person

Single Parent, One Child

Couple, Two Children

6,639

9,318

13,345

L7,374

15,452

15,452

20,945

30,655

-8,813

-6,134

-7,600

-13,281

43%

607o

&%
577o
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